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REVIEWS

Three Ways Wharf, Uxbridge: a Lateglacial and 
Early Holocene Hunter-Gatherer Site in the Colne 
Valley. By John S C Lewis with James Rackham. 
Museum of London Archaeology Monograph 
51, 2011. Pp xix + 228, 229 figs, 67 tables. 
ISBN 978 1 901992 97 7. Price: £25.00 hb.

This publication has been well worth waiting 
for. One can almost sense the gritted teeth 
through which John Lewis, excavator and 
main author, with James Rackham, provides 
a résumé of the birth pangs of the post-
excavation analysis. The main text was com-
pleted in 1996 so it must be regretted that 
this marvellous publication took a further 15 
years to achieve – a yawning gap on which 
the text is tactfully silent. Instead the preface 
provides a very useful summary of the more 
recent discoveries and research that might 
have been informed by and co-ordinated 
with a more timely publication programme. 
It is very greatly to the credit of the authors 
that what has eventually emerged is not only 
sufficiently up-to-date but provides a model 
for presentation to which more recent work 
can aspire.

Three Ways Wharf is a site of national 
importance with analogues extending well 
beyond our current shores. What was then a 
very unprepossessing muddy development in 
West London, with scatters of recovered flint 
and bone fragments, nonetheless provides 
vital clues to the character of the human 
presence in Britain at the end of the Ice Age 
and start of the Postglacial. The flints were 
in situ, of both a ‘long blade’ Lateglacial 
technology and a subsequent early Mesolithic 
technology, each in apparent association 
with bone material – potentially throwing 
light on the chronology and character of 
one of prehistory’s least well understood 
transitions. 

For those that might be daunted by the 
very full disquisition that follows, there is a 
neat summary of the overall results and their 
interpretation in ch 1, setting a pattern for 
valuable summaries at intervals throughout 
the book. Ch 1 also necessarily sets out the 
problems of contamination and differential 
preservation that became apparent during 
the fieldwork and subsequent analysis (elab-
orated upon in ch 5): bone preservation was 
variable at best, and other environmental 
evidence (eg pollen and microfauna) was com-
promised by poor preservation, mixing, and 
the intrusion of later features. Low or non-
existent collagen levels greatly limited the 
application of radiocarbon dating, although 
six radiocarbon dates were eventually ob-
tained. 

Much of what follows is devoted to the lithic 
and faunal evidence in chs 3 and 4 (44% of 
the total page count). Both are meticulous, 
and liberally supported by outstanding 
graphical imagery – both of the objects 
and their relative distributions. The book 
is essentially a forensic breakdown of the 
evidence from the two main scatters, Scatter 
A (Lateglacial) and Scatter C (Lateglacial and 
early Mesolithic). Much effort is expended on 
distinguishing between the material of these 
two periods, especially in Scatter C where 
they overlap; and the outcome, supported 
by a division in the calibrated radiocarbon 
determinations, is entirely convincing. 
Amongst several revelations, for example, 
the flint re-fitting programme successfully 
combined a microlith and a bruised blade 
within the same reduction sequence of a 
Lateglacial technological aspect, conclusively 
demonstrating their shared origins; and 
the faunal analysis was able to identify prey 
species (some specimens with cut marks) 
and, tentatively, their potential season and 
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pattern of exploitation in both periods. But 
such generalisations can hardly do justice 
to the much more detailed and cautiously 
argued evidence as presented. 

The synergy between the lithic and faunal 
analyses is further exploited in ch 6, in which 
spatial distributions are evaluated for evi-
dence of the activities taking place on the site. 
A persuasive case is made, for instance, that 
the early Mesolithic scatter indicates marrow 
extraction, with flint tool manufacture 
taking place adjacent to a presumed hearth 
while both flint and bone were discarded in 
a more peripheral ‘toss zone’. Microwear 
analysis, on an unfortunately limited 
number of specimens, suggests a wide variety 
of activities and, for example and counter-
intuitively, that some microliths were not 
necessarily projectile points. Stretching the 
evidence to its limits the authors go on to 
calculate the possible numbers of people 
involved in each occupation and, using the 
ethnoarchaeological approach of Lewis Bin-
ford, with appropriate caveats, to speculate 
on the social composition of the groups and 
how they may have arranged themselves on 
the site, around the putative hearths. The 
book concludes in ch 7 by drawing together 
all the strands of evidence to set the Three 
Ways Wharf assemblages in their regional 
and national contexts, and proposing suit-
able models for hunter-gatherer activities 
that best account for each. Comparisons are 
drawn with other assemblages throughout 
this assessment, not least with Star Carr, but 
also with the more recently published and 
analogous site at Launde, Leicestershire, and 
with continental analogues. Overall, there 
are few quibbles, save to bemoan the trad-
itional prominence of radiocarbon years in 
most of the discussion of chronology, rather 
than calendar years.

This monograph, and the site archive, 
adds a rich new resource to the still deeply 
impoverished evidence for Lateglacial and 
early Holocene occupations of Britain – the 
analysis is clinical and authoritative and 
ranges widely over context and interpretat-
ion, supported by outstanding use of graph-
ics. If there is some regret at the time it has 
taken to be made so comprehensively avail-
able, one awaits with no less anticipation the 
similarly delayed publications of the com-
parable assemblages from Church Lammas, 

also in the Colne valley, and from the Vale of 
Pick-ering (N Yorks). 

Andrew David

Landscape Evolution in the Middle Thames Valley: 
Heathrow Terminal 5 Excavations Volume 2. By 
Framework Archaeology (principal authors 
John Lewis, Matt Leviers, Lisa Brown, Alex 
Smith, Kate Cramp, Lorraine Mepham, Chris 
Phillpotts). Framework Archaeology (Oxford 
Archaeology and Wessex Archaeology) Mono-
graph 3, 2010. Pp xvii + 394, numerous col 
figs, CD supplement. ISBN 978 0 9554519 2 
8. Price: £20.00 hb.

Less than three years after finishing work 
on site this second and final report was 
launched, effectively completing one of the 
largest archaeological investigations under-
taken in the PPG16 era. As should be ex-
pected from a partnership formed by two 
of the UK’s premier-league archaeological 
contractors, this is a quality product that is 
concisely written, tightly edited, profusely 
illustrated, tastefully designed, well put to-
gether, and heavily subsidised by BAA Heath-
row as clients for the project. Good use is 
made of modern technology for delivering 
content: the printed volume is essentially a 
discussion with supporting evidence while 
the detailed specialist reports and original 
site records come on a CD-ROM together 
with bespoke software to read the reports or 
create queries within the databases provided. 
Recognising that both the CD technology 
and software will quickly become obsolete, 
the digital archive has been deposited with 
the Archaeology Data Service in York and 
from December 2011 was fully functional on-
line for free (http://archaeologydataservice.
ac.uk/archives/view/t5_framework_2011/) 
and will be migrated as systems change.

Anyone who bought Volume 1 published in 
2006 will be in for something of a shock when 
they open Volume 2: there is considerable 
duplication of material here, and on p 19 we 
find the weasel statement that ‘in many ways 
volume 1 served as an interim publication’. 
Helpfully, a digital copy of Volume 1 is inc-
luded on the CD accompanying Volume 2. 
In a project with such well-planned fieldwork 
a more streamlined publication programme 
might reasonably have been expected. 
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Instead, working with the two volumes side 
by side is a real dog’s breakfast, and just for 
added inconvenience Volume 1 is landscape 
format while Volume 2 is portrait. The 
underlying problem may be the changing 
scope of the investigations as they unfolded, 
and it is also fair to say that the earlier work 
yielded the more interesting archaeology 
which without integration would have left 
the later work looking rather measly on its 
own. In the end the results from the three 
main investigations have been brought 
together: a 4ha excavation by MoLAS in 1996 
on sludge stockpile areas; a 21ha excavation 
by Framework Archaeology in 1999—2000 on 
the Perry Oaks sludge works and adjacent 
airport sites; and excavations over about 
50ha by Framework Archaeology in 2002—7 
on the Terminal 5 site and its associated 
infrastructure. Also included are field 
evaluation and watching-brief programmes 
at Bedfont Court to the west of T5 and an 
NCP carpark to the north. 

The 75ha of excavations on the eastern edge 
of the floodplain of the River Colne in what 
is now the London Borough of Hillingdon 
under the western part of Heathrow Airport 
revealed evidence of human activity from the 
7th millennium bc through to modern times. 
But the scale and intensity of activity was 
patchy. Very little happened here to produce 
archaeologically recognisable signatures 
in the period before 3500 bc beyond spor-
adic pit digging and two possible short-lived 
settlements. The first main period of land-
scape change came in the period 3500—2500 
bc when cursus monuments and a henge 
formed a ceremonial centre. As elsewhere in 
the Thames Valley the landscape was form-
ally apportioned up in the early second 
millennium bc and land-parcels containing 
fields and grazing areas were connected with 
settlements that persisted down to c.900 bc. 
After another period of relative quietude a 
single nucleated settlement of roundhouses, 
four-post structures, and livestock enclosures 
was established around 400 bc and became 
the focus of occupation extending through 
the later 1st millennium bc and into Roman 
times down to the end of the 4th century 
ad. A new and seemingly unconnected focus 
appeared in early Saxon times starting a 
pattern of drifting small-scale settlement with 
sparsely occupied land and little evidence 

for cultivation. In the 11th or 12th century 
the landscape was again reorganised to 
facilitate stock management while enclosure 
of the common land took place in the 15th 
century. The area remained predominantly 
rural until the construction of the Perry 
Oaks sludge works in 1934 and Heathrow 
Airport came to life in 1944.

Scattered through the unfolding history 
of the Heathrow landscape as revealed by 
these excavations there are some first-rate 
finds and memorable moments. A Mesolithic 
pit full of burnt flint (p 46); reconstruction 
of the long mound (p 90); an amber spacer 
plate (p 127); bronze spearheads from secure 
contexts (p 141); wooden objects from 
waterholes (pp 157—63); and a zoomorphic 
brooch (p 322). Overall, however, the story is 
unexceptional and could easily be paralleled 
many times over along the Thames Valley. 
But what makes the narrative innovative 
in relation to other recent reports is that 
it is cast within a particular theoretical 
framework that was brought to the project by 
John Barrett its academic advisor. The aim 
was ‘to move beyond the recovery and des-
cription of archaeological remains as they 
are distributed across the landscape and to 
arrive at an understanding of the human 
history of inhabitation’ (p 12). Inhabitation 
we are told ‘concerns the practical ways in 
which people establish their presence in the 
material, social and political conditions of 
their day’ (p 13). Using a series of ‘structural 
conditions’ representing constraints that 
carry through time from one generation to 
the next, and ‘structuring principles’ that 
emphasise the ways in which social life unfolds 
across space in such matters as routine, 
spatial order, inscription and control, and 
exclusion, marginality and resistance, the 
historical narrative builds a picture of social 
relations and the social use of space. To make 
it work attention has also had to be paid to 
the structure of the recording systems and 
the excavation methods used. The idea that 
interpretation begins at the trowel-face is 
fully embraced, although it is unclear how 
much reflexivity was encouraged during the 
excavations themselves. Recording followed 
a nested approach with three conceptual 
levels. First and fundamentally there are 
interventions as areas of investigation that 
sample one or more stratigraphic events 
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or units that are taken as the primary unit 
of record and following well-established 
nomenclature are known as contexts. 
The second, more interpretative, level 
comprises stratigraphic groups represented 
as equivalent contexts exposed through 
separate interventions brought together as 
features representing the remains of a past 
activity (ditch, pit, etc), and entities as groups 
of linked features such as the postholes of a 
structure. Finally, and at a still higher level 
of abstraction, are interpretative groups that 
bring together contemporary stratigraphic 
groups and arrange them in time-sequenced 
order to provide bigger pictures of the 
changing use of space. Elements of such a 
scheme will be familiar to many practising 
archaeologists, but it is rare and refreshing 
to find the thinking articulated in published 
reports.

How does such thinking play out in 
practice? Taking the later 4th-millennium bc 
ceremonial centre as an example we find fairly 
detailed descriptions of the main component 
structures – mainly cursus monuments 
and enclosures – with selected comments 
on the finds, dating, and environmental 
reconstructions brought through into the text 
from the specialist reports. Plans and sections, 
illustrations of key finds, reconstruction 
drawings, and innovative charts and tables 
support a rich, textured, and multi-layered 
account of the archaeology. Superficially at 
least it reads like a fairly conventional account, 
albeit one with description and discussion 
blended together. Most of the presentation 
focuses on interpretative groups, although it 
is possible to drill down through the figures 
in the report and the documentation on 
the CD-ROM to work out the stratigraphic 
groups, contexts, and interventions from 
which interpretations were built. Finds 
and environmental sequences tend to be 
represented at the feature level, and most 
of the numbers cited in the text refer to 
features. It would have been helpful, however, 
to prefix numbers with an indication of the 
recording category to which they relate (C for 
context; F for Feature, etc). Indistinguishably 
woven through this ‘evidence’ is a series of 
what might be termed ‘readings’ cast in the 
language of inhabitation. Thus, to give just a 
flavour, we read that ‘prior to the construction 
of the C1 Cursus, people moving from place 

to place along the floodplain margins did 
so along a path that was only formalised 
and maintained by human memory and 
agreement. Each place visited may have 
been consecrated with a ceremony that may 
or may not have included the deposition 
of artefacts, but the important element of 
ceremony would have been the ritual, the 
display and the words exchanged between 
the participants and onlookers’ (p 104).

Such ‘readings’ may not be to everyone’s 
taste, but unfolding a narrative based on the 
inhabitation perspective requires that the 
gaps between the tangible evidence from 
the excavation and the intangible elements 
that make up the human condition are filled 
through projection and abstraction. But 
these are not the only gaps that have to be 
filled in the report in order to achieve its 
objective. Even though the area examined was 
vast by archaeological standards, it was still 
insufficient to encompass the geographical 
canvas on which people lived out their lives. 
Accordingly, much use is made of evidence 
from other sites in the middle Thames Valley 
and beyond.

As a theoretical perspective, inhabitation 
tends to emphasise synchronic dimensions 
of the past and as a result some aspects of the 
picture are inevitably marginalised. Again 
consider the prehistoric ceremonial complex. 
This includes at least five linear interpretative 
groups that are denominated as cursus 
monuments. Some probably are, and there is 
discussion about the form and architecture 
of each as well as the meaning and purpose 
of the group as a whole. What is recognised, 
however, is that ‘the four excavated monu-
ments probably represent four different 
classes of cursus’ (p 68); indeed taking the 
picture that can be seen across Britain as a 
whole, the Heathrow evidence lends great 
support to the contemporary existence of 
linear enclosures with essentially open cen-
tral spaces (conventionally called cursus 
monuments: C2, 3, 4 and 5 at Heathrow) and 
elongated linear mounds flanked by quarry 
ditches that also define and visually enhance 
the structure (conventionally called long 
mounds; C1 at Heathrow). One wonders 
how these structural variations would have 
been approached had the theoretical 
perspective been different: social evolution 
or phenomenology for example.
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Overall, all the participants and collab-
orators in the T5 project must be congrat-
ulated on their bold, innovative, and timely 
attempt to enrich excavation methods, 
recording systems, and reporting procedures. 
All benefit greatly from a unifying theoretical 
perspective and from the extensive use of 
information technologies. Leaving aside the 
slightly ambiguous position of Volume 1 in 
the grand scheme of things, and the issue 
of whether ‘inhabitation’ is the appropriate 
perspective to use, the replacement of 
the traditional ternary reporting format 
(site narrative – specialist reports – 
interpretative discussion) with a binary 
format involving narrative and synthesis 
supported by description and analysis is a 
welcome change that works well here. It has 
to be said, however, that although Heathrow 
T5 is a very extensive site, it was heavily 
eroded and its archaeology was relatively 
simple, with numerous intercutting features 
forming discrete entities. Whether the same 
approaches would work on sites with dense 
accumulated deposits of the kind found on 
urban sites remains to be seen, but it would 
certainly be worth trying. It is high time 
that a debate about recovery, recording and 
reporting was opened up: this volume could 
well be the opening volley and at the very 
least should stimulate methodological and 
theoretical discussions.

Timothy Darvill

Archaeological Landscapes of East London: Six 
Multi-Period Sites Excavated in Advance of Gravel 
Quarrying in the London Borough of Havering. 
By Isca Howell, Dan Swift and Bruce Watson, 
with Jon Cotton and Pamela Greenwood. 
Museum of London Archaeology Monograph 
54, 2011. Pp xv + 144, 99 figs, 25 tables. ISBN 
978 1 907586 00 2. Price: £14.00 hb.

This important publication is the result of 
a project funded by the Aggregates Levy 
Sustainability Fund. It rescues a large amount 
of archaeological information from obscurity 
but also places it in context to give a well-
researched and well-presented story. The 
book, which is very good value at the price, 
presents the results from six sites excavated 
in advance of gravel extraction between 1963 
and 1997 (mostly under the aegis of the 

Passmore Edwards Museum, later Newham 
Museums Archaeology Service), but for 
various reasons never fully published. The 
sites are Hunt’s Hill Farm (the largest and 
archaeologically richest), Moor Hall Farm, 
Great Arnold’s Field, Whitehall Wood, Great 
Sunnings Farm and Manor Farm, all in 
Upminster or Rainham parishes.

The evidence is presented within a nar-
rative ordered through time, and sets the 
sites within the context of a wider study area 
east of London (and sometimes beyond 
that, especially within the lower Thames cor-
ridor). Separate specialist reports are not 
included but information derived from them 
is incorporated within the text. Archives 
were prepared for each site and for three 
others not included in the publication; care 
has been taken to include advice for those 
wishing to pursue more detailed research. 
Very few errors were noted (eg ch 9.2 for 9.3 
(p 47); ‘an oppida’ (p 57); ‘graffiti’ instead 
of ‘graffito’ (p 68); Overway for Overwey 
(p 95)). A minor quibble is that it can be 
difficult to work out where the detailed 
feature plans are located on the very reduced 
overall site plans accompanying them (red, 
already available on the page, could have 
been usefully employed here).

The book proper starts with a very useful 
chapter on the geological background, noting 
also the limited Palaeolithic evidence. The 
Mesolithic is represented by some residual 
flints. The earliest monument is an early 
Neolithic ring ditch with related finds and 
there is Beaker material also but generally 
less evidence for the early and middle 
Bronze Age. Some late Bronze Age activity 
is recorded but the introductory summary 
(p xiii) is rather misleading in referring 
to ‘several … round houses’ at Hunt’s Hill 
Farm (cf pp 39—40). There were several such 
structures in the early Iron Age (pp 45—6), 
some placed within a rectangular enclosure. 
The evidence for early and middle Iron Age 
settlement is important in context, and most 
sites had signs of continuity into the later 
Iron Age, and then well into the Roman 
period. 

Evidence for ‘fortifications’ around the 
time of the Roman conquest is examined 
in some detail, largely it seems because of 
earlier untenable theories about ‘Roman 
army supply camps’ in this area (p 59), or 
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a ‘migrating or invading population’ (p 64) 
at this time. The report makes clear that 
these are simply continuing settlements in 
the ‘native’ tradition. At Moor Hall Farm a 
supposedly triple-ditched enclosure is shown 
to have a single ditch replaced by double 
ditches in the later 1st century ad. At Hunt’s 
Hill Farm a single-ditched enclosure is 
roughly contemporary with the earlier one 
at Moor Hall Farm. Their dating between 
ad 40 and 60/70 seems rather tight and any 
specific link to either the Roman invasion or 
Boudica must be seen as unlikely. Perhaps 
they indicate generally unsettled times.

The Roman-period evidence for rural settle-
ment is of considerable importance, though 
we cannot simply apply it across whole areas, 
even locally: note the probability of woodland 
near Hunt’s Hill Farm for instance (p 63). 
Evidence for structures includes roundhouses 
still in use well into the Roman period (p 
75) as well as early and later rectangular 
buildings (pp 62, 79). Associated cemeteries, 
waterholes (here and earlier providing 
important environmental information), wells, 
enclosures and field systems show changes 
over time, with the usual indications of more 
general landscape reorganisation around the 
beginning of the 3rd century. Interestingly, 
different changes appear: smaller fields at 
Moor Hall Farm (pp 78—9) and Hunt’s Hill 
Farm (pp 81—2) but apparently end of field 
use at Great Sunning Farm (p 83). This and 
other evidence tends to show that attempts to 
relate such changes to the supposed economic 
picture in London are best avoided.

Four sites provide useful hints at Roman-
Saxon continuity (pp 85—8) and there was 
some evidence for early—middle Saxon period 
settlement. Other important discoveries 
include a Norman hall house at Hunt’s 
Hill Farm (p 106) and a manorial ditched 
enclosure on Great Arnold’s Field (pp 
101—2) (not ‘moated’ as in the summary). 
The modern period is also reviewed in an 
interesting section.

The report thus presents the history 
of a slice of countryside and in so doing 
provides a general impression of continuity 
throughout. It is a reminder that studying reg-
ional and sub-regional response to changes 
through time is often the most fruitful way 
to proceed.

David Bird

Londinium: a New Map and Guide to Roman 
London. By Museum of London Archaeology 
(principal research by Peter Rowsome). 
Museum of London Archaeology, 2011. 
Folding map. ISBN 978 1 907586 05 7. Price: 
£6.25.

The publication of this map, updating the 
original map first published in 1981 (Mus-
eum of London Londinium: a Descriptive Map 
and Guide to Roman London (1981; 2nd edn 
1983)), marks a milestone in the archaeology 
of Roman London. It reflects the massive 
increase in our knowledge of the settlement 
in the intervening three decades.

A significant improvement over the orig-
inal map is the wealth of general information 
about Londinium on the back of the map (the 
original had a blank back, with information 
crowded around the map on the front). This 
has also enabled a much greater space to be 
used for the map itself, which appears at a scale 
of 1:3000 (slightly smaller than the previous 
version at 1:2500), but most importantly 
now extends to cover the area south of the 
river: the change in our understanding of 
settlement in Southwark has been one of the 
outstanding achievements of Roman arch-
aeology since the original map.

The map, predominantly orangey brown 
with black lettering, is very clear and legible. 
It has a greatly simplified modern street plan 
(in light grey tones), with only a few major 
modern street names indicated, producing 
a very clear cartography with a pleasant ap-
pearance. The original version, however, was 
much easier for the visitor to use to navigate 
the modern city, with its clear modern street 
layout and names, and of more use acad-
emically, enabling the locating of mapped 
sites. It is also a shame that the topography of 
the north bank, with its two prominent hills, 
divided by the Walbrook valley, and steep 
slope down to the River Thames has been 
lost in the subtle tones on the new map. The 
clear hills and valleys of the original map, 
based on David Bentley’s ground-breaking 
work, are not visible and the contours, so 
useful on the original, are so pale as to be 
almost unusable in this version.

It is a challenge to reflect the complexity 
of 350 years of Roman settlement in a single 
map. In some places sequencing is reflected, 
for example in the chronology of waterfronts, 
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but the presentation of structures that 
never co-existed on the same drawing is 
problematic. However, it is something that 
most readers have become used to, and the 
useful timeline and descriptive panels of the 
reverse help the visitor to navigate this. 

There is a wealth of new material on 
the map, some of it in advance of the full 
publication of the sites from which it derives. 
The incorporation of the evidence from 
recent sites, such as 1 Poultry (published 
after the map, see J Hill & P Rowsome 
Roman London and the Walbrook Stream Cross-
ing: Excavations at 1 Poultry and Vicinity 
1985—96 (2011)), Plantation Place (L Dun-
woodie, C Harward & K Pitt Military and 
Civil Development in Roman London East of 
the Walbrook: Excavations at Plantation Place, 
in prep), and Drapers’ Gardens (interim 
publications: V Ridgeway (ed) Secrets of the 
Gardens: Archaeologists Unearth the Lives of 
Roman Londoners at Drapers’ Gardens (2009); 
J Gerrard ‘The Drapers’ Gardens hoard: a 
preliminary account’ Britannia 40 (2009), 
163—83; N Hawkins ‘New evidence of Roman 
settlement along the Walbrook: excavations 
at Drapers’ Gardens’ London Archaeologist 
12 (2009), 153—60), will give the map a cur-
rency for some time to come. As with any 
such map, there tends to be a bias towards 
the monumental public buildings or élite 
structures, but there is now a good scattering 
of clay and timber domestic buildings, 
particularly in Southwark. A phase in the 
development of many of the key excavated 
sites is depicted, along with some evidence for 
industrial areas, such as the Upper Walbrook. 
There are some odd choices for inclusion 
in the captioning of the map: a ‘dump of 
glass working waste’ near the amphitheatre, 
while a really exciting site (M Perez-Sala & J 
D Shepherd ‘The cullet dump and evidence 
of glass working’ in N Bateman, C Cowan & 
R Wroe-Brown London’s Roman Amphitheatre: 
Guildhall Yard, City of London (2008), 142—8; J 
D Shepherd & A Wardle The Glass Workers of 
Roman London (2009)) is an odd assemblage 
to single out from all the other exciting 
groups; and why some areas have ‘buildings’ 
or ‘ditches and quarry pit’ indicated, while 
many others are not shown, is not clear. The 
latter certainly creates a false impression of 
the scale of available information.

Our understanding of the Roman street 

plan has developed considerably from the 
1983 edition and the present map reflects a 
lot of current thinking (although the con-
jectured streets are illustrated in white, which 
does not stand out from the background 
sufficiently). There are issues with some of 
these conjectured lines, but for the majority 
of users it creates a good impression of the 
overall street pattern. 

Panels on the front suggest places to visit 
(18 marked sites) and provide links to the 
Museum of London, British Museum, the 
Guildhall Roman Amphitheatre, and the 
London Archaeological Archive and Research 
Centre (LAARC), as well as the Streetmuseum 
Londinium iPhone app (which uses this map as 
its principal backdrop). An excellent addition 
is the section on ‘Landscape indicators’, 
marking locations where visitors can get some 
appreciation of the topography or layout of 
the Roman town. For example, standing in 
Canon Street (place-marker 19) to get some 
impression of the Walbrook Valley, or the view 
at the top of Monument Street (21) linking 
Cornhill, with the forum at its summit, back 
across the bridge to Southwark.

The panels on the back provide some 
excellent information for the general reader, 
including a very well developed chronological 
narrative. There is an excellent section on 
‘Roman Londoner’s ethnicity, daily life and 
beliefs’: with current plans to redevelop 
the Museum of London’s Roman gallery it 
would be excellent if future editions of the 
map specifically linked the sites and material 
culture to the gallery displays. A small panel 
on further reading provides key references 
and links to the MOLA website, while high-
lighting some key journals and websites (inc-
luding LAMAS, one of the funders of the 
map).

From an academic perspective, it would be 
wonderful if access to all the digital mapping 
that underpins this version were readily 
available. The ability to deal with the subtleties 
of chronological change, multiple phases of 
landuse and evidence for street alignments, 
and the ability to explore the relationship 
of statements (eg ‘water extraction zone’) to 
supporting evidence, would revolutionise the 
debate on Londinium. It would also provide a 
context for including new discoveries.

Overall, this map is a remarkable achieve-
ment, drawing together the range of arch-
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aeological work of the last three decades 
into a powerful synthesis. It is a must-buy for 
anyone interested in Roman London, from 
the visitor to the scholar.

Tim Williams

A Roman Settlement and Bath House at Shadwell: 
Excavations at Tobacco Dock and Babe Ruth 
Restaurant, The Highway, London. By Alistair 
Douglas, James Gerrard and Berni Sudds. 
Pre-Construct Archaeology Monograph 12, 
Shadwell Excavations 1, 2011. Pp xvi + 225, 
123 figs, 41 tables. ISBN 978 0 9563054 2 8. 
Price: £20.00 pb.

Excavations at Shadwell made headlines 
when a Roman bath-house was discovered in 
2002—3. This book presents the results with 
commendable speed, although (no doubt as 
a result) it suffers somewhat from repetition 
and inconsistencies.

The report concerns two adjacent sites, A 
(Tobacco Dock) and, to the east, B (Babe 
Ruth restaurant). Evidence for a postulated 
Roman-period watercourse and access way 
between them is not strong, and some very 
close alignments of buildings across both 
sites may suggest otherwise. Helpfully, plans 
include features from the ‘tower’ site to the 
east excavated in 1974 and 1976 (D Lakin The 
Roman Tower at Shadwell, London: a Reappraisal 
MoLAS Archaeol Stud Ser 8 (2002)). The 
results are presented in periods and phases 
as a means of ordering the information, but 
this may create a misleading impression, as 
the authors are careful to point out. Readers 
should not accept the sequence proposed 
on fig 6 as in any way firmly established. 
Difficulties were caused by excavation in 
winter (p 87), truncation of evidence, and 
the need to leave the bath-house remains in 
situ (p 16).

Neither site had evidence for much use 
before a ‘dramatic rise’ in activity in Period 
3 (ad 230—75) (p 13). The bath-house was 
constructed on Site B probably around ad 
250, and received subsequent alterations. It 
survived mostly only at sub-floor level, making 
it difficult to date these aspects or the final 
use of the structure. It was built mostly from 
recycled material with some new tile. There 
are useful discussions of this material and the 
bath-house plan, which presents difficulties 

because of the unusually high proportion 
of probably heated rooms (envisaging the 
postulated Room 16 as a furnace and not 
another room might help here). Perhaps 
the structure was not just a bath-house, 
especially after the alterations (see pp 151—2; 
155). A nearby timber building (Building 3), 
on the other side of what is seen as a yard, 
was probably constructed at the same time. 
Several phases are proposed (although some 
look like completely new structures), at least 
two with decorated wall plaster and opus 
signinum floors. There is no convincing basis 
for the suggestion that it was a brothel (pp 
102—3). Building 3 was replaced by others, 
always on more or less the same position. 
Further north again a continuation of the 
ditch from the ‘tower’ site was located, with 
much smaller recuts, as on that site.

Site A also had a timber building location, 
again with replacements on more or less the 
same position, although both phasing and 
interpretation are open to question. In the 
later 4th century a more substantial struct-
ure was built with at least some masonry 
foundations, perhaps using material taken 
from the abandoned bath-house (p 54). For 
most of the life of this site there is evidence 
for water-control features, in the shape of 
timber ‘cisterns’, box drains and wells. An 
attempt is made to link most of these features 
to the water supply for the baths but this is no 
more convincing than the argument (p 152) 
that the ‘tower’ might have been a castellum 
aquae (which does not signify a tower and is 
appropriate neither to a site like Shadwell 
nor to a single bath-house).

The book is well furnished with specialist 
reports, which are used in part to further 
discussion of the use of the site. In particular 
coin supply receives detailed treatment, but 
this leaves only the lasting impression of a 
very close match to the Saxon Shore fort 
at Reculver. It seems odd to seek to explain 
this in terms of ‘the two sites’ coastal [sic] 
location’ (pp 90—1) given that nearly every 
other site on fig 77 is also on the coast. Here 
this reviewer must declare an interest as the 
author of a paper arguing for a military use 
of the site, which is rebutted strongly in the 
book (and misunderstood: for example the 
argument is for a fleet base, not for ‘a handful 
of soldiers stationed in a watch tower’ (p 
152)). The conclusion favoured in the report 
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is that Shadwell was a settlement intended 
for an economic purpose probably related 
to use as a port or ‘beachmarket’, specially 
founded by a dominant lord who provided 
migrant settlers fleeing the troubles on the 
Continent with the boon of a bath-house (pp 
86; 169—71).

This idea derives in part from Brigham’s 
theory of a later port downstream from 
London which itself rests on shaky foundations 
(and he argues for a site on the Lea, not 
Shadwell – the reference is misunderstood). 
No adequate parallel is offered, and refer-
ence to ‘buildings’ associated with the bath-
house (p 171) is misleading as there is only 
evidence for one at a time on each of the 
two sites. The theory seems to grow from 
seeing the site as carrying on in the same 
fashion from about ad 250, with a steady 
succession of periods and phases as set out 
on fig 6. But on both sites the building 
location has a phase with a structure dated 
up to about ad 300 (with signs of a fire on 
Site B), followed by an accumulation or 
dumping episode. Thereafter, in the words 
of the report, ‘there is little [in the pottery] 
to distinguish Shadwell from any other 4th 
century settlement in and around London’, 
and ‘coin loss in the 4th century looks 
similar to that exhibited by London sites’. As 
indicated above, the end of the bath-house 
is undated. Thus the evidence as presented 
is consistent with an extraordinary episode 
dating within the period c.ad 250—300, then 
a possible hiatus or at least activity more akin 
to that in place before ad 250, and finally 
perhaps a late flourish. It would thus match 
the ‘history’ of the ‘tower’ site.

Those involved are to be congratulated in 
making the information about this important 
site available so quickly, but it remains an 
enigma. Perhaps more evidence will be 
forthcoming from the excavations currently 
in progress on the rest of Site A. 

David Bird

London 1100—1600: the Archaeology of a Capital 
City. By John Schofield. Equinox, 2011. Pp xii 
+ 324, 119 figs, 10 col pls. ISBN 978 1 908049 
72 8. Price: £25.00 pb.

This book forms the latest volume in the 
Studies in the Archaeology of Medieval Europe 

series, and its author is also the series editor. 
The aim of the series is to present a review 
of recent archaeological achievements, set 
out future directions, and address important 
questions relating to the character, identity 
and conservation of Europe’s heritage. 
The series has so far considered medieval 
British towns and English castles and their 
landscapes but more European titles are 
in the offing. It is appropriate therefore to 
review this book within that wider ambition. 
The book is published at a time when arch-
aeologists are seeking to develop more 
sophisticated ways of articulating research 
agendas at both regional and thematic levels 
(see for example http://www.britarch.ac.uk/
cbalondon/resources/historic-environment-
research-strategy-for-greater-london), and the 
value of the book in this regard will also be 
assessed.

Schofield is well-known for his publications 
on medieval London, having assessed the 
evidence (much of it archaeological) for 
his Building of London from the Conquest to the 
Great Fire, and his magnum opus on Medieval 
London Houses as well as many articles, and 
much of the research and synthesis developed 
in those volumes is clearly visible here. This 
book is very different however, considering 
the contribution that archaeological evid-
ence has made on a thematic basis. The 
scope of the book covers the urban core of 
London – the City, Westminster and South-
wark – but makes forays out to many of 
the medieval settlements within London’s 
hinterland, reaching as far as Staines, En-
field, Rainham and Croydon. Following an 
introduction, the book is structured into 
eight chapters covering public buildings and 
works, castles and palaces, houses and daily 
life, trade and manufacture, religion, health 
and environment, and London’s region. 
A closing chapter assesses the relationship 
of events of later centuries to the medieval 
and Tudor legacy. Throughout the book, 
Schofield aims to provide a digest of the 
more recent research in the hope that the 
reader can gain a sense of the character and 
environment of the medieval city and its 
surroundings.

Each chapter is divided into sub-titled 
sections, so the chapter called ‘Selling and 
Making’ deals with, for example ‘the range 
of trades in London and their buildings’, 
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‘taverns, inns and the archaeology of 
land transport’, ‘London’s regional and 
international trade, mostly as illustrated 
by pottery’, and ‘some conclusions about 
trade’. This approach, selective and aimed 
at particular topics, is clearly deliberate. In 
the introduction Schofield advises us of the 
book that ‘what follows is my impression’, 
and in entrees to the various chapters he 
further describes his selection of topics. 
Thus in the short chapter on castles, palaces 
and royal houses, the themes he chooses to 
examine are the constructional highlights 
and innovations, an exploration of the less 
well-known palatial sites, and their setting 
and antecedents (p 42). Every chapter 
has its own concluding section, where the 
opportunity is taken to summarise our state 
of knowledge and review potential research 
questions. 

This is, in my view, both the book’s strength 
and its weakness – the impression one gains 
is of a rather patchwork view of a slightly 
chaotic library or archive, containing a very 
impressive range of materials but stored in a 
rather idiosyncratic manner. This approach 
is a strength since, once the reader gets used 
to it, the book can be seen as a wide-ranging, 
up-to-date (in the main) and personal 
selection of most of the key archaeological 
evidence which characterises the city and 
its surroundings – it is a very useful primer 
for a huge and growing body of data. It does 
weave thoughts on research questions into the 
themes as they arise and in doing so contains 
a number of refreshing observations and 
suggestions aimed at stimulating new lines 
of enquiry. The weakness lies in the fact that 
there are instances of potentially profound 
considerations about the nature of London’s 
archaeology which this reader felt deserved 
at least some follow-up, but which are left 
hanging – presumably to be researched by 
future scholars. Southwark is claimed to be 
archaeologically far more interesting than 
Westminster (p 37). One thinks one knows 
why this is stated, but it should be made 
clearer. The assessment (p 29) that London’s 
market architecture achieved a level of 
prominence in comparison to its political and 
religious buildings quite unlike its European 
counterparts requires some attempt at an 
explanation or some examples since, if true, 
this could be important at a fundamental 

level in the context of the series in which 
the volume appears. Elsewhere (p 40), town-
planning in medieval London is seen as simil-
ar to that of Italian cities in terms of divis-
ion into religious, commercial and political 
districts/quarters: how far does this analogy 
hold up? A final example is that of London’s 
churches. Schofield assesses the evidence 
for entrances in the south wall of the towers 
(p 170) and suggests a London tradition or 
fashion in this regard – again, if confirmed, 
this would be a valuable element of a civic 
character and one deserving discussion.

The most innovative chapter is the last. 
Rather than consider the chronological trans-
ition to early modern city as a process, the 
book refreshingly considers the impacts 
that the medieval fabric and archaeology 
had on successive centuries both in terms 
of development and investigation and 
understanding. We are invited to consider 
the effects of the Great Fire (and some 
surprising survivals), the development of 
interest in monuments and archaeology, the 
rise of conservation efforts, and the damage 
of the World Wars. Selective and brief though 
it is, this summary works very well to provide 
the context within which the evidence in the 
previous chapters must be seen to sit – a 
resource that comes down to us as partial, 
often fortuitous and diminishing.

There are a few small editorial problems 
and typos, such as verbatim repetition of 
a section on the excavations at Fenning’s 
Wharf which appears on p 6 and p 19. There 
are also a few niggling gaps in coverage 
where recent research has not, apparently, 
been taken into account. Given the research 
agenda focus of the book, a reference to G G 
Astill ‘Medieval towns and urbanization’(in 
R Gilchrist & A Reynolds (eds) Reflections: 
50 Years of Medieval Archaeology 1957—2007 
(2009)) might have been anticipated. 
The survey of Early and Middle Saxon Rural 
Settlement in Greater London (R Cowie & L 
Blackmore (2008)) is not referenced in the 
introduction to settlement in the London 
area (p 7); and a curious (to this reviewer 
at least!) omission in the consideration of 
religion and especially burial is the major 
synthesis on medieval burial – much of it 
from London sites – contained in R Gilchrist 
& B Sloane Requiem: The Medieval Monastic 
Cemetery (2005). 
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Overall, the book works on a number 
of levels. It covers a lot of ground, even if 
at a rapid canter. It works very well indeed 
as an affordable entry point for students 
of London’s medieval archaeology; as a 
resource assessment it refines and fleshes 
out many of the broad themes developed 
in The Archaeology of Greater London (MoLAS, 
2000); and it poses new and interesting 
questions to be considered in future 
research programmes. As such it will fit 
well in the series on European medieval 
archaeology. However, the title of the book 
may lead to unrealistic expectations: against 
its promise, the scale of the material and the 
book’s consequent selective approach and 
tantalising suggestions may disadvantage 
researchers from outside London looking to 
establish comparanda with other European 
towns.

Barney Sloane

The Cluniac Priory and Abbey of St Saviour 
Bermondsey, Surrey: Excavations 1984—95. By 
Tony Dyson, Mark Samuel, Alison Steele 
and Susan M Wright. Museum of London 
Archaeology Monograph 50, 2011. Pp xvii + 
297, 189 figs, 25 tables. ISBN 978 1 901992 96 
0. Price: £27.00 hb.

Under the influence of Lanfranc and other 
Norman ecclesiastics brought in by the Con-
queror, there was a strong monastic revival 
in England and new houses were established, 
with Cluniac foundations in the van. In 1077 
William de Warenne, not yet Earl of Surrey, 
stole a march on his contemporaries and 
founded the important Cluniac priory of 
St Pancras at Lewes; in 1081—2 the Earl of 
Shrewsbury refounded Wenlock priory as 
a Cluniac house; and the Cluniac priory of 
St Saviour was founded by the elusive Alwyn 
Childe in 1089 on the Bermondsey eyot 
in Thames-side Surrey. Subsequently, the 
founders of ‘first wave’ Cluniac houses in 
England tended to be major Norman nobles 
and their foundations better documented. 

April 2011 saw the welcome publication 
of the substantial volume under review, re-
porting excavations undertaken over twelve 
years under different directors. It follows the 
well-established ‘integrated’ style of MOLA 
monographs first set out and explained in 

the account of St Mary Spital (C Thomas, B 
Sloane & C Phillpotts Excavations at the Priory 
and Hospital of St Mary Spital, London (1997)). 
Thus, the pottery is reported and illustrated 
(if illustrated) along with contexts and the 
pottery sequence itself is only summarily 
discussed, not illustrated together. There was, 
it appears, insufficient pottery at Bermondsey 
to require the detailed tabulation given to 
that from St Mary Spital (ibid, 184—6). 

The volume is a combined effort by a num-
ber of expert contributors, not all of whom 
get credited on the cover (they do inside). 
The larger body of work incorporated is the 
extensive excavation of the east claustral area 
and the infirmary but the volume also absorbs 
the pre-1984 work on the site by others 
(including Professor Grimes) – work done 
to different standards and with very different 
funding regimes – and much other work 
done in the wider vicinity. Editing must have 
called for much energy, tact and skill: Susan 
Wright and David Bowsher would seem to be 
given only modest acknowledgement for this 
vital and well-executed task. 

The volume leaves the results of PCA’s work 
in 2002 and 2004—8 still to come (interim 
report in D Gaimster & M O’Connor, with 
R Sherlock ‘Southwark in medieval Britain 
and Ireland in 2005’ Medieval Archaeology 50 
(2006), 315—17). We are told that some of 
PCA’s preliminary interpretation was made 
available to the authors: this is welcome and 
it is particularly visible in fig 69, a conjectural 
reconstruction of the priory church in the 
late 12th century. 

One of the many excellent things contained 
in this volume is a discussion of the plan of 
the east end of the church (fig 68), placing 
it in the context of other English Cluniac 
houses fashioned after the pattern of the 
second great church at Cluny (generally 
referred to as Cluny II). At Bermondsey 
there were five apsidal presbytery chapels in a 
shallow echelon, considerably modifying the 
deep echelon of the seven eastern chapels 
found in the mother house at La Charité-sur-
Loire (itself known as ‘the eldest daughter 
of Cluny’). The echelon arrangement does 
not allow such a ready processional way 
as in the ambulatory east ends later to be 
commonly offered in Burgundian Cluniac 
houses (including, of course, Cluny III), but 
the flattened echelon at Bermondsey was 
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probably a great improvement over the deep 
echelon as far as processional was concerned. 
The east ends of the Cluniac houses are all 
quite distinct from the austere rectangular 
arrangements found in contemporary Aug-
ustinian and Cistercian plans. 

The volume under review contains the 
result of a great deal of historical research (the 
redoubtable Tony Dyson is credited) into the 
medieval phases of the site and a clear review 
of the Cluniacs per se and their changing 
position in England is woven in. This is wel-
come for today’s generation of reader and 
will doubtless reduce the burden on PCA in 
reporting their important subsequent work. 
There are also a number of archaeological 
markers (Mark Samuel’s series of architectural 
‘typestones’ should be particularly useful) 
which will also clear the way to some extent 
for PCA’s eventual authors. 

Two long-standing pre-priory problems 
are addressed: the shadowy late 7th-century 
‘minster’ and the baffling mention in Domes-
day Book of a nova et pulchra ecclesia. Both 
are discussed at some length but neither 
the excavation nor the associated historical 
research has been able to throw much light 
into these dark corners. The excavations 
have demonstrated that there was some mid-
Saxon occupation on the Bermondsey eyot: 
a grand total of seven pottery sherds. The 
presence of five fabric types in this small 
group ‘testifies both to the early date and 
importance of the site’. But, unsurprisingly, 
this hardly confirms the presence of a minster. 
Bermondsey was a royal manor in the late 
Saxon and early Norman period and much 
fragmentary evidence was recovered for 
activity at this time. Building 1 was arguably 
a simple chapel datable between 1050 and 
1100, but it requires special pleading to 
match this to the ‘new and beautiful church’ 
on the manor by 1086. 

The MOLA method of designating periods 
and phases works far better here than it did in 
their report on Merton Priory (see D J Turner 
review of P Miller & D Saxby Augustinian 
Priory of St Mary Merton: Excavation 1976—90 
in Surrey Arch Coll 95 (2010), 338—41), in fact 
here it works very well for we are dealing, in 
the main, with the east cloistral buildings, not 
with a successive series of churches. However 
it is not clear how any additional phases from 
PCA will slot in. 

Again, what has become the unfortunate 
practice with MOLA monographs is fol-
lowed: all five important period plans have 
been bled through the gutter instead of 
being tipped in or housed in a pocket. It 
is still quite impossible to sympathise with 
this particular economy. One of many con-
sequences is that the bindings of many copies 
of this workmanlike hardback will become 
broken by use over the years. Embedded 
plans do resist theft from library copies, of 
course. Such caveats aside, this is a welcome 
and worthy addition to the MOLA monastic 
houses series that will remain of value for 
many years to come. 

Dennis Turner

Shelly-sandy Ware and the Greyware Industries 
(A Dated Type Series of London Medieval Pottery 
Part 5). By Lyn Blackmore and Jacqueline 
Pearce. Museum of London Archaeology 
Monograph 49, 2010. Pp xvii + 334, 154 figs, 
31 tables. ISBN 978 1 901992 93 9. Price: 
£27.00 hb.

This is a nettle that I failed to grasp in the 
1970s, when we were beginning to try to 
make sense of the many different sources 
of London’s medieval pottery. In a sense, 
it represents what seemed then like the 
residue, after all the ‘interesting’ pottery (eg 
the imports) and the ‘obvious’ pottery (eg 
Mill Green ware, Surrey white wares) had 
been sifted out. The very term ‘greyware’ 
gives one a sense of foreboding, a warning 
not to expect much of interest. But this book 
proves me to have been wrong; not only is it 
of great interest in its own right, but it also 
wraps up the highly successful ‘dated type 
series of London medieval pottery’ (22 years 
after the previous part!), which together form 
a sound foundation for future research.

As its length and title suggest, this is really 
two books in one: shelly-sandy ware (chs 3—5) 
and the greywares (chs 6—8), held together 
by an introductory section (chs 1—2) and a 
final discussion and conclusion (chs 9—10). 
The introductory chapters are valuable 
scene-setters, explaining the methodology 
and sources, and giving a succinct summary 
of the London medieval pottery sequence. 
Ch 9 looks at broader issues of the functions 
of these typologically very similar wares, 
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reminding us that there is much more to 
medieval pottery than the jug/jar (or cooking 
pot/bowl) sequence, and that even familiar 
forms like the cooking-pot could have been 
used in a variety of ways. Ch 10 begins to 
look to the future, considering questions of 
marketing in the light of assemblages from 
consumption sites. Ch 11 contains technical 
appendices on the petrology of the wares, 
which support the conclusions in the main 
texts, while ch 12 summarises the most 
relevant ceramic assemblages in the London 
region.

The term shelly-sandy ware (SSW) does 
not refer to all wares that are tempered with 
both sand and shell, but refers specifically 
to the final floruit of this tradition in the 
12th century, or perhaps a little later. Ch 3 
therefore describes the various earlier wares 
in this tradition, such as early medieval sand- 
and shell-tempered ware (EMSS) and the 
sequence leading up to SSW. Ch 4 is mainly 
a conventional type series, but also discusses 
manufacturing and firing techniques, 
and the lack of glazing. The low limiting 
temperature to which shell-tempered wares 
could be fired is put forward as a possible 
reason for the demise of the tradition. Ch 5 
discusses issues of distribution and dating: 
SSW has a surprisingly wide distribution 
around the North Sea and beyond, including 
Perth, Aberdeen, Bergen, Trondheim and 
Oslo. The ‘Perth controversy’ (the very early 
radiocarbon dates reported from carbon 
residues on examples of SSW from Perth) 
is mentioned on p 75 but has not yet been 
resolved. This might have repercussions for 
either the dating of the London waterfront 
sequence or the use of organic residues for 
radiocarbon dating.

Chs 6—8 follow a broadly similar pattern, 
but here a main issue is the distinction 
between pottery from north of London 
(South Hertfordshire greyware, SHER) and 
that from the south (Limpsfield-type ware, 
LIMP). The distinction had been recognised 
in the 1970s, though I suspect that our 
attributions were not always correct. The 
more recent work described here suggests 
that almost all the greywares in the City of 
London are in fact of SHER, but that both 
sources had considerable rural catchment 
areas. Paradoxically, although the wares can 

now be distinguished in hand samples (p 96), 
thin-sections can still present a problem.

The presentation of the book maintains 
the traditionally high MOLA standard: con-
ventional pottery drawings, colour images 
of pots, sherds and fresh sherd-breaks, are 
fully integrated into the text, as are distribut-
ion maps and supporting tables. The price 
is very reasonable, considering the size and 
quality of the publication. The outcome 
is not an easy read, but is as easy as one 
could expect given the complexity of the 
subject matter. It is to be regretted that the 
resources were not available to allow many of 
the earlier attributions to be checked by the 
authors, so some caution must be exercised 
by the reader, particularly with regard to the 
more peripheral parts of the region. It is a 
pity too (though inevitable) that the authors 
could not take account of a slightly more 
recent neighbouring publication by the late 
Anna Slowikowski (A S Slowikowski ‘Genius 
in a Cracked Pot’ Late Medieval Reduced Ware: a 
Regional Synthesis Medieval Pottery Research 
Group Occasional Paper 4 (2011)), which 
concentrates on medieval greywares in the 
south-east Midlands, regarding SHER as a 
southerly outlier of that tradition. It is even 
possible that some of the products of this 
region (late medieval reduced ware, LMRW) 
may have found their way to London.

It is clear that we have come a long way 
since the 1970s, thanks mainly due to these 
authors, to their collaborators in earlier 
volumes in the series, and of course to the 
late Alan Vince, whose work will no doubt 
continue to appear posthumously for many 
years. We now have a good idea of the nature, 
date, and sources of the vast majority (I 
hesitate to say all, see above for an example) 
of London’s medieval pottery. There may still 
be surprises to come, but they are likely to be 
filling in the gaps rather than paradigm shifts. 
Does that mean the job is over? By no means 
– having characterised the pottery, we can 
now move on with confidence to characterise 
complete assemblages, highlighting new 
chronological and spatial patterns. They 
will in turn lead on to fresh ideas about the 
commercial, social and technological role of 
ceramics in medieval London. The blocks 
are ready, so let’s start building.

Clive Orton
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St Paul’s Cathedral before Wren. By John 
Schofield. English Heritage, 2011. Pp x + 
386, 240 figs, 45 tables. ISBN 978 1 848020 
56 6. Price: £100.00 hb.

The point of departure for this book has been 
a series of small-scale excavations carried out 
in and around St Paul’s Cathedral between 
1994 and 2006. Although these in themselves 
were fairly minor, they have been taken as the 
opportunity for a major review of all that is 
known archaeologically about the cathedral, 
while placing this into the context of all the 
graphic sources prior to the destruction of 
the building by the Great Fire of London. 
The result is a comprehensive archaeological 
survey that will stand alongside and com-
plement the more historically based account 
of the cathedral published in 2004 (D Keene, 
A Burns & A Saint St Paul’s: the Cathedral 
Church of London).

The work begins with a summary of all the 
excavations that have been carried out at 
the site between 1969 and 2006. These start 
with the disaster of the building contractors’ 
machine-dug excavation of a large site north 
of the cathedral in 1969. They progress on 
to the period following the establishment 
in 1973 of the Department of Urban Arch-
aeology (predecessor of Museum of Lon-
don Archaeology), which enabled more de-
tailed archaeological recording. And they 
culminate with the period following the Care 
of Cathedrals Measure (1990) which brought 
the archaeological management at cathedrals 
under statutory control. The final part of the 
book then provides a detailed gazetteer of all 
these sites, and this is preceded by a series of 
specialist reports on various finds.

The meat of the book, however, lies in a 
period by period account of the develop-
ment of the cathedral site from its Roman 
occupation down to the Great Fire and its 
immediate aftermath. Still we have only a 
general understanding of the site in the 
Roman period; while in the Anglo-Saxon 
period, although we know that the cathedral 
was established here in ad 604, the evidence 
of actual buildings is still fugitive. However, a 
picture is starting to emerge of the cemetery, 
with a small number of burials and a series of 
11th-century grave markers.

It is with the foundation of the new cathed-
ral church by Bishop Maurice, following 

the fire of 1087, that our understanding 
of the architectural history of the building 
begins, and this then runs continuously up 
to the fire of 1666. This building is known 
principally from the 16th- and 17th-century 
graphic evidence, but this is grounded at one 
or two points by archaeological observations, 
and by surviving fragments of moulded and 
carved stonework. On these bases the author 
has been able to establish a new plan of 
the cathedral and also of its precinct, and 
to show their relationship to the current 
topography.

The architectural development of the cath-
edral church falls into a number of main 
phases, beginning with the construction of 
the initial Romanesque building, followed 
by later Gothic additions and remodelling: 
the erection of the central tower and spire; 
the rebuilding of the eastern arm; the con-
struction of the chapter house and its cloister, 
and of the Pardon cloister. Then, after the 
collapse of the spire in 1561, came repairs, 
followed in 1633—42 by the comprehensive 
restoration under Inigo Jones. From the 
wealth of new information on all of these 
aspects, only one or two may be singled out 
for comment in this review.

The Romanesque cathedral was one of the 
largest buildings of its period in England and 
of its overall form we have a good general idea; 
but of its details much remains obscure. The 
eastern arm must have belonged to Bishop 
Maurice’s initial project, and the author 
here presents a judicious assessment of the 
evidence for its design. Maurice’s successor 
Bishop Richard (1108—27) is said to have 
greatly extended the church already begun, 
but exactly what this meant is controversial. 
The author here considers that it was in 
this period that the double-aisled plan of 
the transept was adopted, and he may well 
be right. But his case would have been 
strengthened by a more detailed discussion 
of the evidence for the eastern arcades having 
been at one time open and only subsequently 
blocked; and at least there should have been 
a discussion of the alternative suggestion by 
Carol Davidson Cragoe that the east walls 
of the transept arms were never fully open 
through arcades. Also open to discussion 
may be the date of the west responds of the 
eastern crossing piers, which are suggested 
as early 12th-century: but if this were the 
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case it may be wondered whether they would 
have been able to sustain the great weight 
of the 13th-century central tower (which 
in the surviving views shows no evidence 
of a Romanesque stage level with the high 
roofs).

The design of the early 12th-century nave 
is less problematic, and the author is able 
to offer a measured reconstruction draw-
ing of the elevation, providing a basis for 
comparison with contemporary designs in 
other great Anglo-Norman churches. He is 
also able to give, on the basis of identified 
moulded stones, a reconstruction of the main 
pier plan, and of the elaborately moulded 
gallery arches. The development of the west 
end of the nave and its facade presents more 
problems, for resolving which the slender 
evidence is clearly set out. Either the western 
structure was planned as two bays deep, or it 
went through a secondary extension.

For the Gothic cathedral there are detailed 
reassessments of the central tower and 
spire and of the so-called ‘New Work’, the 
rebuilding of the entire eastern arm from 
1259 to 1327. Small elements of the latter 
remain in situ at the east end, while some 
ex situ moulded stones have been ident-
ified, including elements from the great 
rose window in the eastern facade. For the 
chapter house and its cloister, begun in 1332 
and a key structure in the development of 
the Perpendicular style, new evidence has 
been provided by excavations undertaken in 
2004—5 and it has been possible to establish 
a new and accurate plan of the whole. The 
survey also extends beyond the architecture 
of the cathedral to details of the furnishings 
and monuments within it. 

Another major strand in the volume is a 
study of the precinct surrounding the cathed-
ral church. A general plan is established of 
the disposition of buildings. The bishop’s 
palace was attached to the north-west tower of 
the church, but this apparently represents a 
13th-century relocation of the palace (though 
this position is comparable to that adopted 
at Canterbury from the 11th century). The 
dean and major dignitaries had individual 
houses on the south side of the precinct; 
while the minor canons, vicars choral and 
several colleges of chantry priests occupied 
other areas. However, in almost no case is 
it yet possible to establish a more detailed 

picture of these buildings. Surrounding the 
cathedral church immediately on its west, 
south and east was an open churchyard, with 
St Paul’s Cross forming the focus of an area 
of public assembly in the north-east.

The volume as a whole is structured with 
exemplary clarity, and the text is comple-
mented with a full range of relevant illust-
rations, including a series of new plans of 
the medieval cathedral and its precinct and 
of the phased development of the church. 
A small criticism would be that one or two 
of the historic topographical views are not 
reproduced with the clarity that they deserve, 
nor to an adequate scale.

In conclusion, it may be said that this 
volume makes a major contribution to our 
understanding of St Paul’s Cathedral on a 
number of levels. It presents an insightful 
and convincing account of the building and 
its precinct, insofar as these are accessible 
from currently available sources, and this 
will be invaluable to all those interested in 
the history, architecture and monuments of 
the cathedral. At the same time it provides 
a fundamental tool for those responsible for 
the management of the cathedral and its 
archaeological resource (providing a model 
for the sort of assessment recommended by 
the Cathedrals Fabric Commission for every 
cathedral). But this is not only of relevance to 
the cathedral itself, for the author concludes 
that the area of the former precinct of St 
Paul’s (outside the footprint of the Wren 
cathedral) ‘comprises probably the best and 
most significant remaining block of strata 
for the understanding of the City of London 
through 2,000 years’.

Richard Gem

The Development of Early Medieval and Later 
Poultry and Cheapside: Excavations at 1 Poultry 
and Vicinity, City of London. By Mark Burch 
and Phil Treveil, with Derek Keene. Museum 
of London Archaeology Monograph 38, 
2011. Pp xxiii + 365, 265 figs, 40 tables, CD 
supplement. ISBN 978 901992 95 3. Price: 
£35.00 hb.

Whatever one thinks of the hole that Peter 
Palumbo knocked through listed build-
ings protection by his determined and ul-
timately successful fight to demolish the 
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Mappin & Webb building at 1 Poultry, the 
redevelopment has wonderfully enriched 
our knowledge of pre-Fire London. This 
is one of the largest areas in the City ever 
excavated to modern standards, and from 
the late 12th century onwards the tenements 
within it are extremely well-documented. 
The report has been eagerly awaited, and 
(barring two respects to be discussed) it does 
not disappoint: this is an enormously full 
portrait of a slice through the commercial 
heart of England, at the east end of the main 
market street of Cheapside, where detailed 
knowledge of the inhabitants is juxtaposed 
with detailed physical evidence for their 
buildings, activities and possessions.

The first late Anglo-Saxon occupation 
– formless in plan, characterised by sunken-
floored buildings, and slotted into the ruin-
ous Roman townscape – gave way in the 
early 11th century to a regular layout of 
ground-level buildings abutting the newly-
defined streets. Around 1050 comes the 
characteristic lunar landscape of backyard 
pits, expressing what may be the first formal 
tenement-divisions. A major new arrival 
around 1100 was the church of St Benet 
Sherehog, which was fully excavated and 
gives an unusually complete picture of how 
the internal arrangements of a typical small 
church (but no less important for that) 
developed through time. After 1200 the area 
assumed the aspect of a high medieval com-
mercial metropolis, with big stone houses, 
shops fronting the main streets, and high-
density living.

It is from this point that the documentary 
record, interpreted through the tenement 
histories so expertly compiled by Derek 
Keene and his colleagues at the Centre for 
Metropolitan History, really pays off. By 
c.1300 the substantial property blocks re-
corded earlier had been divided into smaller 
tenements fronted by rows of small shops, the 
owners and occupants of which are mostly 
known. Consequently a rounded picture 
is achieved of how people conceived and 
apportioned their space, how they divided 
what they let out from what they occupied, 
what they did in their premises, and what they 
kept and used there. Descriptions of the upper 
floors of buildings allow excavated ground-
plans to be extrapolated in three dimensions. 
The excellent maps of occupations, plotted 

at hundred-year intervals, emphasise the 
dominance of production for a consumer 
and increasingly luxury market: initially iron 
and iron products, then precious metals, 
leather-work and other élite products. In 
the 14th century there was a heavy con-
centration of Italian occupants, trading es-
pecially in spices. There is an account of 
the monumental 13th-century conduit, just 
outside the site, and the associated water-
supply. Late medieval decline, and regrowth 
up to the Fire, saw a re-orientation of trades 
in which grocers became dominant. After 
1500, truncation of deposits above cellar 
level makes the archaeological record prog-
ressively less useful.

Not surprisingly there is a rich assemblage 
of artefacts and environmental evidence, 
which are given full treatment. The culture 
is naturally cosmopolitan, starting with ‘an 
eclectic mixing of Anglo-Saxon and Scand-
inavian traditions’ (p 31) rather than distinct 
English and Viking enclaves. Most prominent 
in the material as well as the written record 
is the working and retailing of iron, a 
strongly localised craft specialism that the 
archaeology takes back to the 10th century. 
The pottery sequence makes an important 
contribution to understanding the changing 
pattern of imports to the City, and the many 
and excellent specialist reports will be food 
to nourish future surveys of material culture 
in all its aspects.

While Poultry and Cheapside reflects huge 
effort and careful thought, there are two 
broad areas where one detects, in very diff-
erent ways, a certain loss of perspective. 
The first is how we should view London’s 
initial regeneration as a city. Thanks to the 
work of Tony Dyson and Alan Vince, now 
backed up by the excavations at Bull Wharf 
and Upper Thames Street, we can be certain 
that King Alfred’s documented ‘rebuilding’ 
of London was genuinely associated with a 
commercial expansion beyond the St Paul’s 
complex and along the river-frontage. But 
how soon, and how densely, was the rest of 
walled Londinium reoccupied? There seems 
to be an increasingly confident perception 
that ‘the City’, thus defined, was envisaged 
from the start as a developed zone articulated 
by streets, comprising an initial rectilinear 
‘Alfredian settlement’ which expanded east-
wards to include Poultry (fig 144); on p 20 
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we are told that ‘Alfred probably divid[ed] 
much of the city into large landholdings or 
hagas’. This perception drives chronological 
interpretations of stratigraphy to the earlier 
extreme. At Poultry the first reoccupation, in 
Period 8 Phase 1, is said to start ‘c ad 900—70’ 
(p 20) or even in the ‘9th and 10th centuries’ 
(fig 10 caption). But the broad range of Late 
Saxon Shelly Ware, almost the only fabric 
before c.ad 970, leaves considerable latitude, 
and much depends on largely hypothetical 
intervals between rebuildings. Equally 
plausible is a more compressed chronology, 
along these lines: Period 8.1, c.970—1000; 
8.2, c.1000—20; 9.1 (a single episode of site-
clearance), c.1020; 9.2, c.1020—50. A check 
of related sites away from the water-front 
(usefully mapped here as fig 3) suggests 
no compelling reason, in most cases, to go 
back before the same time-frame. The two 
exceptions are Milk Street, where a timber 
from a pit associated with a sunken-floored 
building was felled after ad 914, and 72—5 
Cheapside (summarised here on p 30), 
where timbers lining a well were felled in ad 
918. That kind of scattered, low-level activity 
does not look different in kind from complex 
estate cores, normally classified as ‘rural’, 
embracing zoned production and resource-
processing activities: ‘City’ may be a wholly 
anachronistic term before c.ad 950. This view 
is not negated by the iron-working at 72—5 
Cheapside, which interestingly presages the 
later specialism at Poultry: on the contrary, 
this could be a rare glimpse of an urban 
industry developing out of an industrial 
node servicing aristocratic consumption.

The second criticism concerns balance 
in presenting data. This is a lavish volume 
with much use of colour, and small-finds, 
topography and tenemental patterns are ill-
ustrated in prolific detail. By contrast, repres-
entation of structural and stratigraphical 
detail is exiguous. Plans of buildings are 
summary and tiny; and where have all the 
sections gone? With the late Anglo-Saxon 
timber buildings, of now-familiar types, this 
is arguably justified by MOLA’s other – and 
outstanding – publications on materials, 
woodworking techniques and structural 
practice, drawing on a range of London 
excavations such as this one. It is with St Benet 
Sherehog that the critical reader feels really 
frustrated. ‘Extremely unusually’, as is rightly 

noted on p 260, ‘much of the primary phase 
of the church survived in the archaeological 
record’. Could we not therefore have been 
shown it properly, even if at the expense of 
a few colour photos of 17th-century wine-
bottles or diggers posed in hard hats? The 
‘detailed plans’ (so captioned, presumably 
without irony) on pp 83—8 are just outline 
block-plans, leaving no scope for informed 
re-interpretation. The CD in the end pocket 
does not help here, being occupied with yet 
more material on finds, and to reassess the 
evidence one apparently needs to go back 
to the site records. Nor is there any serious 
attempt to understand how the altar-bases, 
partitions, benches and screens worked in 
terms of evolving liturgical practice, which 
leaves an uncomfortable sense that sketchy 
publication reflects sketchy thinking-through 
of the evidence. For instance, what does one 
make of ‘the earliest extant floor-surface’ 
‘extending thinly over the altar base’ (p 82)? 
Was the base built, then the floor, then the 
altar? Or was an altar flattened, a floor laid, 
and then the altar rebuilt? Given how little 
we know about liturgy in small churches in 
the decades around 1100, and given how 
rarely we find such well-preserved detail, all 
this is unacceptable.

This last complaint is really directed against 
current post-excavation practice in general, 
and it would be nice to hope that digging 
bodies might ponder it. The report still con-
tains much that is of very high quality, most 
outstandingly the sustained integration of 
excavated buildings and material culture 
with the rich written record, and overall we 
should be grateful to MOLA for its efficient 
publications programme.

John Blair

The Temple Church in London: History, Archit-
ecture and Art. Edited by Robin Griffith-Jones 
and David Park. Boydell Press, 2010. Pp xx + 
286, 6 figs, 109 b&w pls, 12 col pls. ISBN 978 
1 843383 498 4. Price: £40.00 hb.

The Temple church is one of London’s most 
famous, yet least studied, buildings. Begun 
by the Templars in the 1160s, it escaped the 
Great Fire by a matter of yards, only to be 
badly damaged in the Blitz. This collection 
of nine essays by eight authors chronicles 
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the history, architecture and furnishings 
of this fascinating building. Unsurprisingly 
given the importance of the medieval fabric 
and effigies, approximately two-thirds of the 
book is devoted to the period before 1550, 
and especially to the period of Templar 
occupation up to the early 14th century. 

The volume begins with Helen J Nicholson’s 
historical overview of the medieval period 
through the suppression of the Templars in 
the early 14th century and the subsequent 
arrival of the lawyers who still occupy the 
site. She looks at the spiritual role played by 
the Temple church, and argues that the New 
Temple was an important commercial and 
financial centre from an early date. There 
was a major right of way to the Thames 
through its precincts, which would have been 
used day and night, making the Temple a 
far less secret place than many people have 
assumed.

Christopher Wilson’s essay on ‘Gothic 
architecture transplanted: the nave of the 
Temple church in London’ makes a pers-
uasive case for the nave, or Round, having 
been completed by c.1160, rather than 
c.1185, when it was finally consecrated. This 
is a significant redating, as it means that 
the Temple church was one of the earliest 
examples of the influence of the new French 
Gothic style in England. Wilson also looks 
briefly at ‘The architectural iconography of 
the west porch’, arguing that it was intended 
to evoke the Aedicule over Christ’s tomb in 
the Holy Sepulchre church in Jerusalem.

In ‘Light and pure: the Templars’ new 
choir’, Virginia Jansen looks at the rebuilding 
of the choir in the 13th century. The choir 
is less studied than the round nave, but as 
Jansen shows, it is no less interesting. She 
looks at the significance of its hall church 
form, setting it into local, national and 
international contexts, and she also explores 
the possibility that it was intended as a burial 
site for Henry III.

The next two papers, by David Park on 
the ‘Medieval burials and monuments’ 
and by Philip Lankester on ‘The 13th-
century military effigies in the Temple 
church’, look at the church’s important 
collection of medieval monuments. As well 
as exploring the form of the tombs, and the 
probable identifications of the people they 
commemorate, Park uses evidence from 

the tombs and records of burials for which 
no tombs survive to explore aspects of the 
history of the Temple itself. Thus the burial 
of Aimery of St Maur (d 1219) is shown to be 
evidence for the presence of a rood in the 
Temple church by this date, and the stories 
surrounding Geoffrey de Mandeville’s death 
in 1144 and his burial provide context for a 
discussion of the foundation of the Temple 
in London.

The military effigies discussed by Lankester 
are well known, but the detailed study here 
adds much to our knowledge, with an 
extensive discussion of their heraldry and 
form, as well as of their many restorations 
over the years. In line with most recent dis-
cussions, he argues that these effigies com-
memorate not long-serving Templars but 
important lay patrons who were Associates 
of the order, including William Marshal and 
his sons, placing them among the earliest 
secular effigies in England.

Robin Griffith-Jones’s ‘An enrichment 
of cherubims’, on the late 17th-century re-
furbishment overseen by Wren, and Rose-
mary Sweet’s ‘A neat structure with pillars’ 
on the 18th and early 19th centuries, exam-
ine attitudes to the Temple church, and 
to medieval architecture in general, in the 
post-medieval period. Both are part of a 
larger reassessment of post-medieval church 
restoration and renovation that seeks to see it 
in its own terms, and not simply through the 
lens of Victorian ecclesiologists desperate to 
sweep it all away.

These two papers are well balanced 
by William Whyte’s paper on the 1840s 
restoration, which removed almost all the 
post-medieval changes. Vilified in the 20th 
century, and entirely lost (to great con-
temporary relief) in the Blitz one hund-
red years later, this restoration was highly 
regarded at the time. Although often 
described in the same breath as the work 
of the Cambridge Camden Society and 
the Ecclesiologists, Whyte demonstrates 
that this was not the case, and that it was 
driven by antiquarianism rather than the 
Ecclesiologists’ High Church principles. 
Whyte’s paper is part of the larger scholarly 
reassessment of attitudes to architecture 
and furnishings in the late Georgian and 
early Victorian church that is increasingly 
demonstrating that the Cambridge Camden 
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Society was only one of many groups, and 
indeed individuals, seeking new ways of 
restoring and furnishing churches in the 
early 19th century. A final short chapter by 
Robin Griffith-Jones surveys conservation 
issues in the 19th and early 20th century, 
and also briefly touches on contemporary 
reactions to the near destruction of the 
Temple church in the Blitz.

No single volume can ever be comprehen-
sive, but there are some gaps here that might 
usefully have been filled. In particular, there 
is almost no discussion of the structure of 
the building between the completion of the 
13th-century choir and the late 17th cent-
ury. Thomas Croke’s untimely death robbed 
the volume of a contribution on the Temple 
church’s post-Reformation architecture, and 
it is a keenly felt loss. Croke’s paper would have 
complemented Griffith-Jones’s paper on the 
Wren work, and it is too bad that a substitute, 
including a brief discussion of any later 
medieval work, was not found. There are also 
a few editing hiccups. For instance, a ‘steeple’ 
makes a sudden and unexpected appearance 
in 1701/2 (p 154), when it fell, damaging a 
shop adjacent. No other information about it 
is given, not even its location or the possible 
date of its construction, and while it may be 
that nothing else is known, or equally that it 
is well documented elsewhere, this reader, at 
least, would have benefited from clarification 
here. Overall, however, this is an excellent 
volume, and many of its essays will find an 
important place in the literature on English 
ecclesiastical architecture and monuments.

Carol Davidson Cragoe

The Cistercian Abbey of St Mary Graces, East 
Smithfield, London. By Ian Grainger and 
Christopher Phillpotts. Museum of London 
Archaeology Monograph 44, 2011. Pp xv + 
203, 115 figs, 39 tables. ISBN 978 1 907586 
02 6. Price: £18.00 hb. 

I have to declare an interest in this matter. 
As an Inspector of Ancient Monuments 
responsible for rescue archaeology in London, 
I dug the first trial trenches on the site back 
in 1972. A few years later, I was involved with 
the formation of the Museum of London’s 
digging teams. Finally, in 1984 I carried out 
the initial negotiations with the site’s owners, 

the Crown Estate Commissioners, for access 
and funding. It is hugely rewarding to read 
here how it all turned out in the end!

This is the third volume in a trilogy dealing 
with this small part of London, two earlier 
volumes having dealt with the Black Death 
cemetery which preceded the Cistercian 
abbey and the Royal Navy victualling yard 
which succeeded it, all on the same site. 

The abbey was founded by King Edward III 
in 1350, ostensibly to honour a vow made in 
1347 during a storm at sea and possibly also 
to give thanks for his victory over the French 
at Crecy a year before that. However, the 
catalyst for this act of piety may have been 
a desire to commemorate those who had 
died in the intervening Black Death, and in 
particular his friend and confessor Thomas 
Bredwardine, Archbishop of Canterbury, who 
died in 1349 after the plague had claimed his 
two predecessors in quick succession. 

St Mary Graces, the last Cistercian abbey 
to be established in England, was always 
something of an oddity, being built in an 
urban setting, and within the precincts of a 
plague cemetery. Despite the royal initiative, 
money was tight and the presence of so many 
earlier graves ruled out any grandiose plans: 
there was also a shortage of skilled masons 
at this time, many of those who had survived 
the plague being busy on royal works else-
where. As a result, the monks had to use the 
cemetery chapel as their first church and the 
building programme which followed over 
the next half-century eventually produced 
a complex of buildings which was small and 
rather utilitarian. Interestingly, the plan 
of the church and the layout of the abbey 
buildings owed only a little to the trad-
itional Cistercian plan and much more to 
contemporary friaries like Charterhouse in 
West Smithfield. Nevertheless, when it was 
suppressed in 1539, St Mary Graces had 
the third-largest surrender value of all the 
Cistercian houses in England and Wales. 

What was the source of all this wealth? The 
earlier plague cemetery had been fringed 
by shops and tenements along the two 
street frontages to west and south. Through 
purchases by the Crown, these were acquired 
by the new abbey. Although some had to 
be cleared to allow for the construction of 
the abbey buildings, others remained and 
became the core of a property portfolio 
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of tenements scattered across about thirty 
parishes within the City of London. How 
much these brought in each year in the way 
of rents is not known, but it must have been a 
significant amount since the abbey went on to 
invest a good deal of money in construction 
and repairs on these properties. The abbey 
did possess rural estates as well. The bulk 
of these were in the surrounding counties 
of Kent, Essex and Hertfordshire, though a 
few lay as far away as Devon and Cornwall. 
Much of this land was not in agricultural 
use and so necessitated no great number of 
lay brothers to man distant granges. There 
was woodland and marshland, though the 
abbey seems to have made no real effort 
to reclaim the marshland as other secular 
owners were doing. More significant to the 
abbey were the mills, breweries and wharfs 
downstream along the Thames. In all this, as 
in its location and layout, St Mary Graces did 
not follow the pattern for Cistercian abbeys 
established in the 12th and 13th centuries. 
Rather, it was a daughter-house of its time, 
marking a gradual shift that had been taking 
place within the Cistercian order over the 
previous century.

So much for the story of St Mary Graces. 
How is that story told in this monograph? The 
volume begins, after the usual preliminaries, 
with an outline of the conditions under 
which the excavations were carried out and 
the limitations of the evidence retrieved. 
There then follows a narrative account of 
the abbey’s development as interpreted 
from those excavations, the phases of 
development being treated in chronological 
order. Together, these matters take up just 
over a third of the volume. 

This first section is followed by a series 
of short thematic syntheses blending docu-
mentary and archaeological evidence. These 
syntheses, which comprise about a quarter of 
the volume, include the circumstances of the 
abbey’s foundation; its layout; its buildings; 
the builders and the materials they used; 
its people (abbots, monks, servants and 
pensioners); its patrons, endowments and 
politics; and the ways in which the dead were 
treated during the abbey’s lifetime. The two 
pages of Conclusions which end this middle 
section are succinct and masterly. 

Specialist reports on the artefacts are pro-
vided as appendices and make up the last 

section of the volume. These appendices 
cover architectural fragments and window 
glass from the abbey buildings; bricks, floor-
tiles and stove-tiles; pottery; glass vessels; a 
small number of decorative metal items; plant 
remains; animal bone; and human skeletal 
remains. It is important to remember that 
all these derive from a classic 1980s urban 
rescue excavation, with all the limitations 
on recovery conditions and statistical validity 
implied by that phrase. From my own memory, 
and from the site photographs reproduced 
here, this was an appallingly difficult site to 
dig. Most of the abbey’s outer precinct was not 
available for investigation and most of what 
was accessible was bedevilled by intrusions 
dating from the Tudor victualling yard and 
the later Royal Mint. I am glad that in the end 
it did not fall to me to have to dig this site.

That said, the Museum of London and 
English Heritage have done their utmost 
to produce a volume worthy of what King 
Edward III originally intended the site to be. 
This is an easily-handled and well-planned 
account of an unusual, and unusually inter-
esting, Cistercian abbey and at £18, it is very 
good value. It is easy to navigate internally 
and there is a good deal of helpful cross-
referencing. The various site plans are clear 
and if some of the photographs are less than 
crisp, the written text is reader-friendly and 
the finds illustrations are exemplary. Looking 
back now, I realise how much I had been 
looking forward to reading this monograph. 
I wasn’t disappointed. 

Brian K Davison 

Holywell Priory and the Development of Shoreditch 
to c 1600: Archaeology from the London Over-
ground East London Line. By Raoul Bull, Simon 
Davis, Hanna Lewis and Christopher Phill-
potts, with Aaron Birchenough. Museum of 
London Archaeology Monograph 53, 2011. 
Pp xvii + 193, 137 figs, 18 tables, CD-ROM 
supplement. ISBN 978 1 901992 99 1. Price: 
£22.00 hb.

Medieval Settlement to 18th-/19th-century Rookery: 
Excavations at Central St Giles, London Borough 
of Camden, 2006—8. By Sian Anthony. Museum 
of London Archaeology, Archaeology Studies 
Series 23, 2011. Pp xii + 73, 65 figs, 9 tables. 
ISBN 978 1 907586 03 5. Price: £9.00 pb.
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By June 2012, MOLA(s) will have produced 
55 monographs and 24 archaeological 
studies in the last 15 years, so they must now 
be in their stride. We can now take their 
quality for granted. Besides assessing these 
two individually, I wish to consider them 
for what they tell us about two matters, one 
methodological and one archaeological: 
how London reports now conventionally 
present their information, in a way which 
can be checked, and second what remains 
of the archaeology of the expansion of the 
City into its immediate periphery from the 
16th century, a little-known topic. The latter 
is hinted at in the Holywell volume (a sub-
sequent report on the sites after 1600 is 
promised) but forms nearly all of the report 
at St Giles.

The Holywell Priory and Shoreditch project 
comprised a site within the priory, two south 
of it, and a long east—west swathe of trenches 
east of Shoreditch High Street in 2005—7. 
This is rationalised into five study sites, and 
16 others in the vicinity are mentioned. 
Prehistoric evidence is ambiguous and the 
Roman not much better, with three human 
burials in a close group, so possibly a family 
plot. Parts of the 12th-century priory church 
and associated burials were recorded (two 
possible nuns identified by their finger-rings 
and wimples), but little else of the medieval 
priory, the ninth richest nunnery in Eng-
land in 1535. Late 11th- to 13th-century 
development of the nearby suburban High 
Street, 500m north of Bishopsgate, was 
demonstrated by pits. Interestingly in this 
suburban context, there does not seem to 
have been any contraction of settlement or 
activity after the Black Death in 1348—50, 
and the pottery, though often residual in 
later contexts, shows increased activity in 
the 15th century. The break-up of Holywell 
Priory from the 1540s and its carving up into 
housing and a couple of Tudor mansions is 
then presented. The woodcut ‘Agas’ bird’s-
eye view of the 1560s is thought to be a 
copy of the Copperplate map of about 1559 
(surveyed 1553—8), but if so, why does the 
woodcut show more of the pre-Reformation 
priory buildings than the Copperplate does? 
Page 95 shows both; food for students of 
maps there. The logical implication of this is 
that both maps shared a common, unknown 
source. There is a third map somewhere.

The St Giles excavation was opposite St 
Giles-in-the-Fields church, in the open areas 
which were not destroyed by the previous 
buildings of a former government complex 
of 1949—55. The earliest certain evidence 
comprised 13th-century pits and ditches, 
presumably behind buildings on St Giles 
High Street. Housing is better documented 
from the 16th century, and shown on Hollar’s 
view of about 1658. By this time the area was 
thickly developed with alleys and inns, and it 
became the Rookery, ‘London’s most iconic 
slum’, by the late 18th century.

The evidence is generally clearly presented 
in both works. Holywell has a thorough 
exposition of the medieval architecture, small 
in extent but important. The plans of other 
London churches used as parallels should 
perhaps have left off, or shown differently, 
the later medieval chapels at St Helen’s, 
and inexplicably the plan of Holy Trinity 
Priory Aldgate is missing its crossing piers. 
The volume only goes to 1600; this leaves 
unsatisfactory one picture (fig 70) showing 
the best 12th-century nave pier incorporated 
into ‘later (post-1600) phases of building’. 

The number of pottery pieces illustrated 
is very small. The reader is referred to the 
MOLA website for more information on 
the pottery codes, and the report has a CD 
for appendices and further tables. This is a 
good block of supporting analysis and data, 
including more documentary references.

Both reports show us what we have missed 
since the 1970s: sometimes fragmentary but 
still viable strata and finds from the City’s 
immediate periphery at a time of great 
expansion, from 1540 at Shoreditch and 
1600 at St Giles (which would have been a 
wonderful site if it had been dug in 1949). 
At Holywell this comprised parts of the post-
Dissolution Stratton House on Shoreditch 
High Street, with piped water (not datable, 
but rare if 1560) and a cesspit containing 
bones of several hunting birds; though it is 
not labelled on the period plan, so we do not 
know which of several pits it was.

We wait with interest for the post-1600 study 
on Shoreditch, but a standard has been set by 
the St Giles study, which really takes off after 
1600. After small evidence of the first early 
17th-century phase, there is increasingly 
complex evidence of several periods up 
to the 19th century. By 1650 there were 
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two inns on the site, though the evidence 
is meagre. The most deprived area of the 
Rookery developed by 1800 largely north of 
the site, which though peripheral was poorer 
in the 18th century than in the 17th. Within 
a brewery on the site was a better house 
with a cesspit filled with over 200 pots from 
around 1800 (the brewer went bust in 1815). 
The findings are put in context by an essay 
on the wider area in the 19th century which 
surveys Victorian attitudes to the destitute. 
New Oxford Street was bashed through the 
worst part of the Rookery in 1847, north of 
the excavation site.

A couple of minor criticisms strike me. 
Excavators should remember that ‘sewers’ 
until the middle of the 19th century were 
only for foul and rain-water, not for human 
sewage. Thus seeds found in their silts (p 29) 
would be very indirect evidence of diet of the 
local inhabitants. Second, what sounds like 
the best building to be excavated, a late 17th-
century cellar of (at least) four brick vaulted 
bays (B5), possibly of the Eagle and Child Inn, 
should have been shown in a photograph as 
well as a plan; hopefully access to the archive 
is easy enough to pursue this.

Which leads to my two questions about 
these reports. Over the evolution of the two 
report series, MOLA have established a clear, 
rigorous and usable method of presentation 
of often complex urban stratigraphy and 
sometimes equally complex documentary 
evidence. Reviewers have noted some 
problems which still need addressing, such 
as the level of detail shown on period plans 
(though not in either of these reports). I 
am one of those (see other reviews in this 
journal) who could do with less photographs 
of excavators replacing traditional photo-
graphic scales. Clarity would be increased 
if section drawings were allowed back in. 
But in the main the MOLA reports strike a 
good balance between technical reporting 
and readability. Their chief merit is their 
consistency, report after report.

We should be heartened by the survival 
rate of 16th-century and later strata as shown 
by both volumes. It may be that levels of these 
centuries survive better immediately outside 
than inside the City, on sites where there was 
not always a new building every 30 years since 
the middle of the 19th century; as already 
found in the landfill sites of Southwark. 

These two reports show that there is a band 
of good archaeological potential in these 
little-researched immediate suburbs.

John Schofield

Tides and Floods: New Research on London and 
the Tidal Thames from the Middle Ages to the 
20th Century. Edited by James A Galloway. 
Centre for Metropolitan History Working 
Papers Series 4, 2010. Pp xv + 66, 11 figs, 3 
tables. ISBN 978 1 905165 59 9. Price: £5.00 
pb. Available from the Institute of Historical 
Research bookshop (www.history.ac.uk/
bookshop) or from SAS Publications, Room 
265, Senate House, Malet Street, London 
WC1E 7HU (plus postage).

This slim volume presents a series of papers 
given at the conference ‘London, the Thames 
and Water’ at the Institute of Historical 
Research in 2009. Five of the papers are in-
cluded here; the other two could not be pre-
pared for publication.

The first paper by Damian Goodburn with 
Simon Davis (which suffers from a surfeit of 
sub-headings) makes preliminary reports on 
the excavations of two tide mills at Northfleet 
in Kent and at Greenwich, the first of the 
remarkably early date of ad 692, the second 
of 1194, both dated by dendrochronology. 
Tide mills provided power for corn-milling 
and some industry along the shores of the 
Thames until the 19th century, and deserve 
to be more thoroughly studied. Goodburn 
shows his usual sure touch in the analysis 
of the carpentry techniques employed. The 
Northfleet mill had a pair of dug-out chutes 
feeding two horizontal wheels, driving 
vertical shafts. A design drawn by compass 
on the roof of one of the chutes appears to 
be the earliest known engineering drawing 
in England. The Greenwich mill had a 
vertically-set wheel, part of which survived 
to be excavated. The levels of both mills 
have important implications for estimating 
the tidal range of the Thames in the early 
medieval period, greater than previously 
thought. However, the diagram on the subject 
at fig 1.5 is not adequately explained.

The most substantial paper is by the 
volume’s editor James Galloway, and concerns 
the struggle at the close of the Middle Ages to 
maintain the Thames marshes against a rising 
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river, storm surges, institutional dislocation 
and increasingly frequent breaches in the 
embankments. In particular the paper 
focuses on the story of the desperate defence 
of the Lesnes Marshes in the 1520s and 
1530s, but ranges right down the estuary 
and back to the 14th century. Much valuable 
farmland was lost in this period and had to 
be recovered again in the late 16th and 17th 
centuries. Galloway’s paper reminds us that 
not all has been uninterrupted progress on 
the Thames.

There follow two papers by PhD students, 
Carry van Lieshout and Anna Carlsson-
Hyslop, on responses to the threat of 
flooding in London in the 18th and 20th 
centuries respectively. Van Lieshout’s paper 
uses a combination of sources to trace the 
times and extent of floods throughout the 
18th century and the damage they caused; 
the response of the various Commissions of 
Sewers was almost wholly reactive. However, 
the paper is ill-served by a small and muddy 
map derived from Rocque’s map of 1746. 
Carlsson-Hyslop’s paper is essentially an 
institutional history of the bodies which 
investigated storm surges from 1928 to 
1953, set against the political background of 
shifting responsibilities for flood defences 
from local to national government.

Gustav Milne rounds off proceedings with 
a brief and positive account of the work of 
the Thames Discovery Programme, and its 
active and amateur arm, with the delightful 
acronym FROG. This work promises to recov-
er much archaeological information from the 
accelerating erosion of the foreshore by the 
Thames. Milne draws particular attention to 
the way the foreshore survey is illuminating 
the transition from wooden ships to metal-
hulled vessels in the 19th century (including 
the recording of the launch site of the SS 
Great Eastern), and the work of the LCC’s 
Chief Engineer to preserve London’s flood 
defences during the Blitz of the 1940s.

Altogether this is a collection of papers 
which are individually interesting but 
rather diverse. The inclusion of the other 
two lectures given at the conference would 
undoubtedly have produced a more rounded 
volume.

Christopher Phillpotts

Danson House: the Anatomy of a Georgian 
Villa. By Richard Lea and Chris Miele, with 
Gordon Higgott. English Heritage, 2011. Pp 
x + 102, 152 illus. ISBN 978 1 873592 755. 
Price: £25.00 pb. 

From around 1500 the very rich and suc-
cessful built country houses in London’s 
hinterland, within an easy ride of the 
centre. These houses were often another 
base for metropolitan business, where the 
owner could entertain, negotiate and pro-
mote causes in landed style. Danson is a 
good example, situated just off the Dover 
Road, about 10 miles from the City. By the 
beginning of the 20th century the physical 
expansion of London was engulfing these 
houses and their estates; their uses changed 
or they were demolished; certainly no more 
were built. While some of the Danson estate 
was sold for housing, the house and parkland 
were bought in 1924 by Bexley metropolitan 
borough as a public amenity. Thereafter 
the grounds boasted tennis courts and 
children’s playgrounds, while the house itself 
contained tea rooms and a museum. But this 
kind of building is expensive to maintain, 
liable to be taken for granted or even come 
to be regarded, by a later generation, as a 
civic embarrassment. By the 1970s the house 
was shut up and disintegrating, its historical 
and architectural significance almost lost to 
sight. 

We are lucky that Danson was rescued 
from ruin and restored to something like 
its original glory, thanks to English Heritage 
and Bexley Heritage Trust, supported by 
Bexley Council. This book is a by-product of 
the long-running restoration project, which 
began in earnest in 1995 and took ten more 
years to complete. The account is all the more 
interesting because the project incorporated, 
indeed depended on, archaeological 
investigation of the standing building (fully 
recorded and archived) as much as it drew 
on documentary research. The authors are 
thus able to present a lucid narrative account 
of the history of the site and building, with 
proper attention paid to the building’s 
historical context – the circumstances that 
gave rise to Danson and determined its fate 
thereafter – neatly balanced with evidence 
of the successive phases of construction, 
modification, decoration and use found 
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in the fabric of the building itself, amply 
illustrated with clear floor plans, sectional 
elevations, 3D cut-away drawings and overall 
views, as well as excellent photographs. 

The present house was built in the 1760s 
for John Boyd, a merchant whose family 
fortune had been made in the West Indies 
sugar trade and whose cultural aspirations 
were moulded by the Grand Tour. Designed 
by Robert Taylor, Danson was a Palladian 
villa on three storeys, simple in plan, with 
semi-detached stable and kitchen wings. 
Subsequent economic vicissitudes and 
changes of ownership meant the loss of the 
wings, among other alterations, and by the 
time Bexley Council bought the site, the house 
was overlaid, internally at least, with a High 
Victorian gloss. When restoration was being 
contemplated in the 1980s it was assumed, 
on the principles of least intervention and 
respect for all periods of its history, that 
this latter phase was the one to which the 
building should be restored. In the event, 
the extent of the building’s ruin enabled 
more to be seen of its original structure than 
would otherwise have been possible. Armed 
with this information, sufficient in-situ or 
rediscovered fixtures and decorations, and 
the evidence of 19th-century watercolours 
of the interior among other documents, 
restoration to the original Georgian phase 
was considered, exceptionally, to be justified. 
Whatever one thinks of this decision, the 
book inevitably concentrates on the 18th-
century villa and its landscape. Chapters are 
devoted to the landscaping of the park, by 
Nathaniel Richmond in the contemporary 
fashion of ‘Capability’ Brown, as well as to 
the architecture of the villa. The chapter on 
‘planning, decoration and iconography’ has 
more than a third of the book’s illustrations; 
not only did Boyd obtain designs for 
chimneypieces, picture frames and doorcases 
from Sir William Chambers and allegorical 
paintings by the French artist Charles 
Pavillon, but the physical reconstruction of 
his original decorative scheme proved to be 
feasible. An intriguing-looking chapter on 
‘the cost of life as a gentleman’ means the 
cost to Boyd; the cost to others is incalculable, 
considering that his wealth depended on 
plantation slavery. Two more short chapters 
cover the subsequent history of the site, 
although one imagines that the fraught and 

drawn-out saga of the building’s restoration, 
which the authors briefly and discreetly 
summarise, could be the subject of another 
book. At the time the authors worked for 
English Heritage, but their department 
no longer exists and nowadays commercial 
archaeological units and consultants are 
expected to carry out such investigations. We 
must hope the results of future projects will 
lend themselves to publication as well as they 
do in this case. 

Andrew Westman 

The Impact of the Railways in the East End 1835—
2010: Historical Archaeology from the London 
Overground East London Line. By Emma 
Dwyer. Museum of London Archaeology 
Monograph 52, 2011. Pp xiv + 117, 131 figs, 8 
tables. ISBN 978 1 901992 98 4. Price: £14.00 
hb.

A recent British Academy report (History for 
the Taking? Perspectives on Material Heritage 
(2011)) noted that since 1990, 90% of arch-
aeological investigations have been com-
mercially funded and that of these fewer than 
10% have been published. On that score 
alone this volume and the series of which it 
forms part warrant praise. But Emma Dwyer 
and her colleagues are more ambitious. 
They have worked opportunistically within 
the straitjacket of developer-funded (here, 
Transport for London) archaeology to 
pull together findings from disparate sites 
to address a great deal about the historic 
environment, not least reception, that is ‘use, 
experience and memory’. ‘Biography’, even 
the ‘secret life’, is an increasingly popular 
way to present the history of buildings. It is 
difficult when your subject is a disconnected 
(until after the event) series of railway 
structures and what they obliterated, harder 
still within the not unrelated constraints of 
current archaeological practice.

So this book is refreshing – imaginatively 
conceived, structured and illustrated. It 
chronicles primarily the Bishopsgate Goods 
Yard site, from its early houses, on to the 
Eastern Counties Railway’s first Shoreditch 
Station of 1840, and its reconstruction by 
the Great Eastern Railway as a goods yard 
in 1878—81 after Liverpool Street Station 
opened. There is also a whistle-stop tour 
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of the East London line and its history. It 
is pointed out that the Thames Tunnel is 
the oldest part of Transport for London’s 
infrastructure, but not how perverse it 
is that this greatest of monuments in the 
history of tunnelling is now part of ‘London 
Overground’. Finally, the North London 
Railway is discussed briefly with a focus on 
Dalston Junction and some nearby buildings 
in a district that is now, thanks to the line that 
opened in 2010 (the unifying factor behind 
this book), a remarkable uninterrupted 35 
minutes from Penge West.

The two meatiest chapters divide the 
account of the Bishopsgate Goods Yard area 
between observations about excavations 
and others about what are referred to in 
the trade as ‘standing buildings’. This is a 
separation of research process that would be 
better eliminated in a synthetic monograph. 
Stories from the early houses that the 
railways displaced, taking in intriguing finds 
like a bone shuttle for lace-making and 
coffee-house custard cups, would sit better 
without digressions into railway history. 
Similarly, the histories of the railway termini 
ought not to be presented twice. There are 
several engaging sections of social history, 
but they are interspersed among rather 
than integrated with comparatively turgid 
building descriptions. Archaeologists must 
strive for objectivity, and reception theory 
may fight shy of aesthetic paradigms, but it 
seems not too much to ask that at some point 
in a lengthy account of the railway viaduct of 
1839—42 that has come to be named after its 
engineer, John Braithwaite, there might be 
passing reference to its exceptional elegance. 
Another result of division by research 
method is that the social history sections, 
while fascinating, have, to use a railway term, 
a kind of switchback quality, shunting the 
reader in quick succession from Booth’s 
poverty maps to the furniture industry, on to 
graffiti, then back to anti-Semitic responses 
to deaths in an air raid in 1918, and, at last, 
race riots of the 1970s when the Brick Lane 
railway bridge was an ethnic boundary.

In the book’s concluding remarks 
archaeology’s task is explained as addressing 
both contemporary life and why structures 
are formed as they are. Agreed, but this 
draws attention to a kind of cognitive gap 
between the two approaches here, something 

that makes the desired ‘biography’ elusive. 
Less a synthesis and more a report, the 
book presents us with a congeries of things 
found and read. An account of a history 
(or life) that is avowedly messy need not 
be bitty. This is only superficially a matter 
of editing and structure. At a deeper level 
the problem’s origins are that straitjacket. 
Put simply, and obviously, broad intellectual 
enquiry is awkwardly confined by the narrow 
and opportunistic logics of competitively 
tendered commercial funding. Dwyer’s is 
a bold attempt to move the archaeological 
monograph onto new ground, and very 
much to be supported. But support has to be 
more than verbal. As both state and university 
funding are pinched, and commerce is not 
to be further impeded, is philanthropy the 
only future for intelligent archaeology?

Peter Guillery

The Photography of Bedford Lemere & Co. By 
Nicholas Cooper. English Heritage, 2011. Pp 
292, many b&w pls. ISBN 978 1 84802 061 0. 
Price: £25.00 hb.

This handsome book is based on the collect-
ion of c.25,000 surviving photographs made 
by the architectural photography firm of 
Bedford Lemere & Co, now held by English 
Heritage. It features a selection of over 250 
images taken between the 1890s and the 
late 1920s, all made with large-format plate 
cameras to give exquisite detail. They are 
beautifully reproduced in the book and 
anyone interested in the built environment 
will find a wealth of visual stimulation here. 
As one would expect, many of the pictures 
are of individual buildings, carefully framed 
without converging verticals and superbly lit. 
However, there are also a number of longer 
views that show the wider environmental con-
text – some even including people (though 
carefully posed) – and a fair selection of 
interiors. 

Bedford Lemere & Co seem to have 
had quite a wide variety of clients, not just 
from the architectural and building trades, 
but also from the worlds of industry and 
commerce and from private individuals. As a 
result, the subjects they photographed range 
well beyond the purely architectural and this 
is where I think one of the great strengths 
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of the Bedford Lemere & Co collection lies. 
Included in the book are some stunning 
photographs of industrial premises and 
processes, such as Robinson’s Flour Mills in 
South London, Harland & Wolff’s shipyard 
in Belfast and the Port Sunlight soap works 
on the Wirral. There are exteriors and 
interiors of, among others, houses, offices, 
shops, hotels, theatres and cinemas; also 
street scenes, photographs relating to the 
First World War, and a probably unique set of 
views of the interiors of British-built ocean-
going liners, a subject in which the firm spec-
ialised.

There are earlier photographs in the 
Bedford Lemere & Co collection, dating 
from the 1870s, but, as the author Nicholas 
Cooper explains, these were excluded from 
the book because their survival has been 
piecemeal and their inclusion would, in 
his view, have detracted from the book’s 
coherence. However, he does admit that 
some of these earlier photographs are of 
the greatest interest (I agree) and I cannot 
quite understand this argument for leaving 
them out: after all a selection could have 
been included in a separate section if they 
did not quite fit with the later pictures. I 
feel their exclusion detracts somewhat from 
an otherwise excellent survey of the firm’s 
extensive output. Nevertheless, what we do 
have is probably the most representative 
selection of Bedford Lemere & Co’s photo-
graphs yet published.

The book is organised into chapters by 
building types, or functions, and there is 
an introductory essay outlining the history 
of the firm. From this we learn of the 
company’s founder, Bedford Lemere, born 
in 1839, the same year that the invention 
of photography was first announced to the 
public, and of his son, Harry, who joined the 
firm in 1881. Harry became a member of the 
Royal Photographic Society in 1883 and had 
become the firm’s leading photographer 
by 1888. Several other photographers were 
employed as assistants but only one of them 
has so far been identified. This was Adolphe 
Augustus Boucher whose photographs are 
annotated in the daybooks with the initials 
AAB. Other contributors whose initials are 
also recorded sadly remain a mystery. 

The firm’s premises were in the Strand in 
Central London and most of their photographs 
were taken in the capital, a fact that is clearly 
reflected in the selection reproduced in 
the book. The only major exceptions occur 
in the chapters on ‘Commerce & Industry’ 
and ‘Houses’. Many new buildings of 
architectural and social interest were erected 
in cities all over the country during this 
period and it is a pity that they are not more 
fully represented, though neither Bedford 
Lemere & Co nor Nicholas Cooper can 
really be blamed for this. A number of other 
important architectural photographers were 
working outside London at the same time as 
Bedford Lemere & Co, of course, but with a 
few exceptions, their photographs have not 
survived to the same extent (and even then 
it is estimated that only a quarter of Bedford 
Lemere & Co’s total output of negatives are 
still in existence). It is to be hoped that a 
survey of what does remain of the work of 
these other photographers will one day be 
undertaken and published to a similarly 
high standard.

As well as featuring a fascinating and diverse, 
if London-biased, collection of photographs, 
this book also testifies to the fact that what 
might appear to be purely functional images 
can have an aesthetic appeal every bit as 
compelling as those that are more usually 
regarded as more artistic. Indeed, as fashions 
in so-called ‘art photography’ have changed, 
the particular visual qualities exhibited by 
carefully crafted images like those of Bedford 
Lemere & Co have found favour with a new 
and discriminating audience. This does not 
mean that such images are to be taken purely 
at face value, of course, and as Nicholas 
Cooper acknowledges in his introductory 
essay, the kind of photography exemplified 
by Bedford Lemere & Co does at the very 
least tend to idealise its subject matter. 
Indeed, all photographs inevitably inflect 
the reality they purport merely to reflect, but 
when presented in context, as they are here, 
they can in equal measure inform, delight 
and inspire. For me, the photographs in this 
book do all three.

Mike Seaborne
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Enfield Through Time. By Stephen Sellick. 
Amberly Publishing, 2011. Pp 96, 184 illus. 
ISBN 978 1 84868 639 7. Price: £14.99 pb.

Stephen Sellick knows Enfield inside out; 
his family has lived there from the 19th 
century and he has written two other books 
on Enfield. This book is almost exclusively 
made up of a selection of photographic 
images from old postcards in his extensive 
collection, which are matched by recently 
taken photographs of the same or similar 
location. The exceptions are a sketch of 
Sir Walter Raleigh’s House, dated 1904, 
and an unnamed artist’s impression of the 
first Zeppelin shot down over Cuffley in 
the First World War. Browsing through this 
book will, no doubt, delight other postcard 
collectors and provide endless opportunities 
for nostalgic reminiscences for those people 
who also have spent their life in Enfield.

The very short introduction explains the 
author’s choice of locations shown by the old 
postcards which were mostly produced in the 
early years of the last century – they are of 
places where he found it practically possible 
take present-day pictures for comparison. 
This has resulted in a sequence of images 
which does not easily provide any form of 
historic narrative, and, without a contents 
page or index, it is a little difficult for the 
uninitiated to make sense of the order. Each 
page contains a then and now pair of images 
with a single brief caption. With such a res-
triction on space for any text it is impossible 
for much in the way of interpretation of 
the images and the historic information 
provided assumes an understanding of the 
area similar to that of the author.

The images are well reproduced in full 
colour and the book is nicely presented. It will 
probably be most attractive to long-standing 
residents of the area, but it provides little 
insight into the history and development of 
the town. The contrasting images of each 
location provide a useful visual source for 
anyone wanting to explore the history of 
Enfield town and its neighbourhood; the 
book will be a good companion to reading 
historical accounts. 

John Hinshelwood

The Coloured Mass: Art and Artists in the 
Twickenham Area from Tudor Times to the 21st 
Century. By David G C Allan. Borough of 
Twickenham Local History Society, 2011. 
Pp 112, 85 col illus. ISBN 978 090334 184 4. 
Price: £11.99 hb.

You can’t judge a book by its cover, they say. 
But in this case I think you can. The cover 
rather reflects the character of The Coloured 
Mass. It offers something cryptic (‘the col-
oured mass’?), combined with something 
straight-forward (a helpful subtitle), all 
brought together by an eye-catching paint-
ing. This is quite an idiosyncratic book, but 
no less enjoyable for that. 

The author has given himself the ambitious 
task of surveying the artistic activity around 
Twickenham over the past 400 years. It is, as he 
notes in the acknowledgements, a companion 
to a previous book produced by his local 
history society: the idea was ‘… attempting 
to treat the artists of the Twickenham area 
in the manner used by Brian Pearce for the 
poets in The Fashioned Reed’. What, then, is 
this Twickenham manner? Essentially it is 
a biographical approach, concentrating 
on names, dates and personal anecdotes. 
Although the chapter headings promise 
some broader art historical discussions – the 
18th-century chapter for example is entitled 
‘Connoisseurship and “High Art” versus 
Portraiture’, the text is light on analysis. This 
is not to say that the artists are not placed 
in a historical framework: they are, but it is 
sketched in with a very light touch. 

The story is set out chronologically, 
beginning with the craftsmen who worked 
on Hampton Court in the 1530s and ending 
with the cohort of art students at Richmond 
College in 2010. The six chapters of text 
between these two points cover 130 or so 
artists, professional and amateur, all of whom 
have some connection with the Twickenham 
area. In some cases the artists receive little 
more than a name-check; but there are 
more lengthy accounts for the famous ‘local 
artists’, such as Turner, who spent a period 
in the area as a child and then returned to 
live by the river from 1810 to 1826. 

The book’s interest for local West London 
history is obvious, particularly perhaps for 
its coverage of the local 20th-century artists, 
who are inevitably less easily researched than 
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their famous predecessors. One of the book’s 
most useful aspects is its five appendices, 
which offer maps, lists and further reading. 
Appendix 2 lists all the artists mentioned in 
the text, dividing them up in several ways: by 
chronology, occupation and whether they 
were residents or ‘stopovers’ – as the author 
describes artists whose only connection with 
the area was as a visitor. Hablot Knight Browne 
for example, the illustrator also known as 
‘Phiz’, engraved a view of Twickenham Ferry 
for Little Dorrit in 1857. Thomas Rowlandson 
also appears here as a ‘stopover’, by virtue of 
his engaging scene of jollity on Eel Pie Island 
in 1809.

One of the author’s challenges must have 
been deciding who to include in the survey. 
He has chosen to define ‘artist’ quite loosely, 
to include architects, garden designers and 
photographers alongside landscape and 
portrait painters. Including artists who merely 
‘stopped over’ in the district might seem to 
be stretching the book’s scope a bit, but it 
does underline the importance of the local 
riverscape as an attraction for artists. It also 
allows the author to include some delightful 
illustrations, and it is the pictures that really 
give the book its appeal. They range from 
the well-known – the Mantegna ‘Triumph’ 
at Hampton Court – to the should-be-
better-known – the work of Osmond Caine, 
a disciple of Stanley Spencer, who died 
in 2004. The illustrations include some 
unexpected oddities: the ‘Patchwork of the 
Century’ made for the Festival of Britain in 
1951, or the 1852 photographic portrait of 
an inmate of Surrey County Lunatic Asylum. 
But all hang together in the context of the 
book, which is indeed a lesson in how well-
chosen illustrations and good design can 
strengthen a book’s coherence. 

Altogether The Coloured Mass is an enjoy-
able read, although a non-local reader can 
feel a little excluded by the assumptions of 
local knowledge about ‘our area’. It might 
have been helpful to fill in a bit more 
background: about the river, for example. 
However the author and the publishers are to 
be congratulated on setting high production 
values which have produced a very handsome 
publication and a well-deserved winner of 
LAMAS’s Local History Publication Award 
for 2011. 

Cathy Ross

Hackney History, Vol 16. Edited by Isobel 
Watson. The Friends of Hackney Archives, 
2010. Pp 64. ISSN 1360 3795. Price: £4.00 
pb. Available from The Friends of Hackney 
Archives, c/o Hackney Archives. 

Hackney History was the worthy winner of 
the 2011 LAMAS Local History Award in 
the category for Bulletins and Journals. Five 
diverse articles range geographically across 
the Borough of Hackney, and chronologically 
from the late medieval/early modern period 
to 2009, each one written by an authority on 
his subject. 

Christopher Challis, in ‘Hackney, Shore-
ditch and moneyers in the Mint in later-
medieval and early-modern London’, records 
the generations of local residents working as 
moneyers at the Tower Mint, at the same time 
discussing the sources for the identification 
of moneyers. An appendix lists all the known 
moneyers in Hackney and Shoreditch from 
c.1340 —c.1714. 

In ‘A scoundrel and a scandal: Benjamin 
Walsh and Pond House’, Ann Robey records 
the history of Pond House, in Lower 
Clapton Road. The scoundrel was its builder, 
Benjamin Walsh, the stockbroker son of a 
Bank of England director. In 1808 Walsh 
became an MP. Members were immune from 
arrest for debt, and Robey says that Walsh 
‘clearly entered the house as a debtor’s 
expedient’. Bankruptcy ensued and as his 
finances declined even further, Walsh turned 
to defrauding his fellow members. 

‘Hoxton Hall’, the subject of the next 
article, was built in 1863 by the ‘five-percent 
philanthropist’, James Mortimer, to provide 
instruction and entertainment for ‘the 
humbler classes’. His lofty ideals failed fin-
ancially and the premises soon became a 
music hall. Anthony Burton follows the 
hall’s vicissitudes to the present day, when, 
like Pond House, the building is in danger 
from both the ravages of time and from the 
property developer. 

‘“The omnibus bishop”: William Walsham 
How’, the first Bishop of Stepney got his 
nickname in London’s East End for his 
abandonment of the private carriage (the 
badge of his social class), in favour of public 
transport. Julia Lafferty recounts the life of 
the bishop, who reinvigorated the Church in 
the East End where he was much-loved for 
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his work to improve the social conditions of 
the poor. Today he is better known as the 
writer of some of our favourite hymns. 

‘The gentrification of Broadway Market’, 
by William Bradley, brings this compilation 
up to date, describing the market’s decline 
in the later 20th century and its subsequent 
gentrification. In 2004 the Broadway Resid-
ents and Traders Association started a farmers’ 
market with the mission to promote regen-
eration to serve the whole community, all 
income groups, cultures, races and religions. 
Bradley’s objective is to analyse how far these 
aims of inclusivity have been achieved and to 
report the negative socio-economic effects of 
the gentrification of Broadway Market.

All articles are fully referenced. The pub-
lication is attractively designed, with a charm-
ing watercolour on the cover of Pond House, 
drawn by a deceased member to whom this 
issue is dedicated.

Graham Javes 

The Local History Publications Award for 
2011 was divided into two prizes, each of 
£100, to be given to the best book and the 
best journal published by an Affiliated Soc-
iety between February 2010 and January 
2011. The publications were judged on a 
range of criteria, the principal one being 
that it showed evidence of original research 
that added to the knowledge of the history of 
Greater London.

The competition attracted nine books from 
seven societies, one of which, The Highways and 
Byways of Hampton (reviewed last year) was a 
previous submission and was thus disqualified. 
Nine societies submitted publications for the 
journals award, one of which was a monthly 
newsletter from the Friern Barnet & District 
Local History Society, which did not qualify 
as a bulletin or journal.

An initial short listing meeting selected five 
books as being the best for consideration for 
the book award and the publications from 
six societies as best for consideration for the 
journal award. These books and journals 
were then circulated amongst the members 
of the Local History Committee and winners 
were determined at the committee meeting 
in October. The book prize was awarded to 
Twickenham Local History Society for the 
The Coloured Mass, by David G C Allan, and 

the journal prize was awarded to the Friends 
of Hackney Archive for its journal Hackney 
History. The two winning publications are 
reviewed above and a brief summary of the 
remaining books and journals follows. The 
books submitted were in a variety of formats 
and presentations and are briefly summarised 
below:

Cinemas of Haringey. By Jeremy Buck. Hornsey 
Historical Society, October 2010. Pp 140, illus. 
ISBN 978 0 905794 41 9. Price: £9.99 pb.

This is a well produced gazetteer which 
provides a useful reference for cinema hist-
orians. Each of the 80 cinemas recorded has 
its own entry and a map shows the location 
of the surviving 44 cinema buildings when 
the book was researched. The overall effect 
of the introduction and the entries is to 
give a good account of the development of 
the cinema in part of north London. It is a 
book that is well written and nicely produced 
which will appeal to cinema enthusiasts. 
The inclusion of people’s memories of 
some of the cinemas adds interest for a 
wider audience. The problem of dealing 
with cinema history within the boundary 
of modern local authority areas means that 
certain iconic cinemas of north London, just 
outside the Haringey borders, are noticeable 
by their omission.

The Cinema in Leyton and Leytonstone. By David 
Boote. Leyton and Leytonstone Historical 
Society, 2010. Pp 57, illus. ISBN 978 0 9553729 
5 7. Price: £5.00 pb. 

David Boote’s booklet is far less ambitious 
than Jeremey Buck’s book on the cinemas 
of Haringey. The book is written as a chron-
ological account of cinema history in the 
Borough of Leyton, where Alfred Hitchcock 
was born. It is amply illustrated with black 
and white photographs showing the style of 
each cinema mentioned in the periods before 
the First World War, between the First and 
Second World Wars, after the Second World 
War, and in the late 20th century. There 
are two maps showing the locations of the 
cinemas. The narrative form, which includes 
individual memories, makes for an easily 
understandable historical account but lacks 
the detail of individual cinemas compared 
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to Jeremy Buck’s gazetteer. The book is a 
small and cheap production compared to 
the Hornsey Historical Society’s book which 
is reflected in the price.

Horace Walpole and the Berry Sisters. By John 
Beardmore. Borough of Twickenham Local 
History Society Paper No. 89, April 2010. 
Pp 32, illus. ISBN 978 0 903341 820 0. Price: 
£3.00 pb.

This is an enjoyable read which provides a 
good and detailed account of the unusual 
relationship between Horace Walpole and 
the Berry sisters. The booklet is based on re-
search by John Beardmore and a talk he gave 
to the Richmond Society in 2003. Tragically 
John, aged 84, was knocked down near his 
home in a traffic accident in 2004 and the 
book is dedicated to him by Ken Howe. The 
story of the Berry sisters, Mary and Agnes, is 
the vehicle for a fascinating insight into 18th-
century life and society. The fact that Horace 
Walpole, perhaps best known for his exotic 
folly Strawberry Hill at Twickenham, asked 
Mary to marry him adds a unique aspect to 
the story, since, as Beardmore says, ‘there 
was nothing that Horace Walpole did not 
undertake – that is nothing except marriage’. 
Although there is obviously a connection 
the booklet is less about the local history 
of Twickenham and more of a biography 
of the sisters and their position in society. 
Nevertheless the booklet is a useful addition to 
the social history of London and its environs, 
which has been well researched as evidenced 
by the few but necessary footnotes.

Putney Parish Church, A History to 1836. By 
Jim Slade. Wandsworth History Society, 
Wandsworth Paper 20, 2010. Pp 42, colour 
illus. ISBN 978 0 905121 26 0 pb.

This is a rather parochial history which does 
little to enlarge an understanding of parish 
churches in Middlesex. It will, no doubt, 
be of particular interest to local people 
and particularly the congregation of the 
church; as such it is a useful reference book, 
although there are no specific references to 
the sources of the quotations. The layout 
and presentation of the booklet is fairly 
basic but the illustrations are reasonably well 
reproduced. 

Streets of Old Holborn. Edited by Steven 
Durnford and David Hayes. Camden History 
Society, 2010. Pp 132, illus. ISBN 978 0 
904491 81 4. Price: £9.50 pb.

This is one of Camden History Society’s 13 
books on the streets of the London Borough 
of Camden. Streets of Old Holborn covers an 
area to the west of old Londinium and goes 
further back in history than the others in the 
series. The story it tells is rich and varied and 
it provides an itinerary for seven different 
walks. Like its predecessors in the series 
it is nicely produced as a compact pocket-
sized book which is well illustrated with 
black and white pictures and is well indexed. 
The text provides an historical overview 
and a comprehensive interpretation of the 
buildings and streets, and draws attention to 
the people who lived there.

The 800 Years Story of the Priory and Church of 
the Holy Trinity, Hounslow. By G Eglington 
Bate, Helen Evans and Brian Grumbridge. 
Hounslow and District History Society, 2010. 
Pp 190, illus. Price: £10.00 pb.

This book, dedicated to George Eglington, 
who wrote the first history in 1924, is based 
on Helen Evans’s update of 2003. Brian 
Grumbridge has written the book, with the 
support of the church, to mark the 800th 
anniversary of the founding of the priory 
and church. With fourteen appendices to 
support 133 pages of text the book provides a 
detailed account of the life of the church and 
priory, and as the Bishop of Kensington says 
in his introduction ‘the historical overview 
contains much to inform and inspire’. It will, 
no doubt, be of particular interest to local 
people and particularly the congregation of 
the church and for those with an interest in 
church history it may prove to be a useful 
reference book. The price reflects the size 
and quality of the production which could 
have benefited with a few more illustrations 
amongst the 190 pages.

The Friary Park Story. By Mel Hooper. Friern 
Barnet and District Local History Society, 
August 2010. Pp 40, col illus. 

Mel Hooper’s account of the history of the area 
from 1540 and the park which was planned 
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in 1909 spans a huge amount of history. 
In the space of 40 pages this is necessarily 
a superficial account drawn mostly from 
previously published sources. There are many 
aspects of the story which would need much 
greater elaboration if they were to add to the 
knowledge and understanding of Greater 
London and the role of parks and public 
places in urban history. In her Preface, Mel 
Hooper makes it clear that she is new to local 
history and that she is writing the booklet for 
the members of the Friern Barnet & District 
Local History Society, who she fears will know 
much more than she does. The narrative that 
she has produced is a record of her voyage of 
discovery into the world of local history and 
in many respects it is a good example of what 
any novice can find out in a relatively short 
space of time; with suitable editing it would 
no doubt make an excellent resource for use 
in schools. The layout and presentation of the 
booklet is fairly basic but the illustrations are 
well reproduced.

All the journals, bar one, submitted came 
in the same A4 portrait format and with 
various page layouts ranging from a rather 
cramped four coloumn to full page layout; 
they are briefly summarised below.

Richmond Local History Society, Richmond 
History, No. 31, 2010. Pp 96, illus. ISBN 0263 
0958. Price: £4.95, pb.

Richmond History is the odd one out amongst 
journals submitted. It came as a sturdy A5 
paperback containing six well-researched 
articles. The journal has a very professional 
appearance but is let down by the rather 
poor quality paper used for the production 
that does not support the good reproduction 
of illustrations, which are restricted to black 
and white only. A page of notes gives some 
details of each author.

Pinner Local History Society, News Reviews 
Research, Spring, Summer and Autumn issues 
111, 112 and 113, 2010. Pp 24 (each), col 
illus. pb.

The Pinner Society submitted three issues of 
their News Reviews Research newsletter which 
taken together summarise the research 
and other work carried out by the society 
over the year. The content of these three 

journals compares very well with the content 
of the journals of other societies which are 
published annually. The publications are 
nicely presented and produced and, as they 
say on the cover, contain a good mix of news, 
reviews and research. The report of the 
research group is an unusual feature for local 
history bulletins indicating that research is 
not just a matter of individual interest but 
can also be conducted on a collective basis.

Wandsworth History Society, Wandsworth 
Historian, No. 90, Autumn 2010. Pp 96, illus. 
Price: £3.00 pb.

The Wandsworth Historian is another public-
ation which would benefit from better quality 
paper in its production. The content of 
five good research articles is supplemented 
by reviews of books relating to the local 
history of the area as well as six pages of 
miscellaneous notes on different aspects of 
Wandsworth; unfortunately these seem to 
have been included as anonymous articles 
which is a shame as they are interesting re-
collections. 

Ruislip, Norwood and Eastcote Local History 
Society, Journal 2010, 2010. Pp 44 pages, col 
illus. pb.

The Journal contains ten articles covering a 
good range of new research on the history 
of the area, all of them to a high standard, 
written by members of the society. The Journal 
is well presented with a glossy cover and good 
quality paper for the pages, consequently the 
coloured illustrations reproduce well. All the 
articles are well referenced and the Journal 
represents a good record of research by the 
history society.

Brentford and Chiswick Local History 
Society, Local History Journal, No. 19, 2010. 
Pp 28, illus. pb.

The Local History Journal comes with a good 
quality, heavy duty cover in full colour, which 
encloses two pages of ‘What’s New’ by the 
editor and six research articles providing new 
insights into the history of Brentford and 
Chiswick, all illustrated with black & white 
illustrations. Each article carries a short note 
about the author.
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The Camden History Society, Camden History 
Review, Review 34, 2010. Pp 36, illus. ISBN 9 
780904 491821, Price: £5.95 pb.

The Review carries six well researched 
and interesting articles casting new light 
on aspects of Camden’s history. It is wellell 
illustrated with good quality images, although 
the typeface is small and the pages, laid 
out in four coloumns, appear crowded and 
slightly difficult to read. This low standard 
of readability lets down the high standard of 
research in the Review. 

Hornsey Historical Society, Hornsey Historical 
Society, Bulletin 51, 2010. Pp 48, illus. ISSN 
0955 8071. Price: £5.00 pb.

The Hornsey Historical Society Bulletin 
carries a mix of seven research articles, five 
short articles under the heading of Notes 
and Queries, and three reviews of other 
publications about the district of Hornsey. 
The standard of publication is high with a full 
colour cover of heavy duty paper enclosing 
high gloss pages, laid out in three coloums 
with a clear font and good line spacing. This 
makes the Bulletin very easy to read. The 
black and white illustrations also reproduce 
very well on the glossy paper.

John Hinshelwood


